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The theory of surfaceoperatorsis describedand appliedto four surfaceoperatorson spheres:

thedimensionless
surface
gradient,
•' 1-- r•' - rtgr;thedimensionless
surface
curl,A1-- • x •' l' the
dimensionless
surface
Laplucian,
V 1•--•' •. •' •; andthe Funk-Hecke
operators,
integral
operators
withaxisymmetric
kernels.Threemethods
are givenfor solving
V•g=f as g--Vi-2f; one
methodworksnumericallywhenf hasa rapidlyconvergentexpansionin spherical
harmonics,the
secondworkswhenf is smoothin longitudebut not latitude,and the third (a Funk-Heckeopera-

tion)workswhenf is roughin all directions.With thisapparatus,
a complete
proofis givenof the
Helmholtz representationof an arbitraryvector field v on S (r), the sphericalsurfaceof radiusr

centered
on theorigin:thereareuniquescalar
fieldsf,g,h onS (r) suchthatv--•f q-V•g q-A•h

and(g)r--lh)r--O.
Here(g•r
istheaverage
value
ofg onS(r). From
theHelmholtz
representation on sptiericalsurfaces,tl•e Mie or poloidal-toroidalrepresentationin sphericalshellsis deduced.

Suppose
S (a ,c) is the spherical
shellwhoseinnerand outerboundaries
are S (a) andS (c). Sup-

pose
B issolenoidal
inS(a,c),i.e.,•' .B-0 and(Br}a=O.
Then
there
areunique
scalar
fields
P
andQ in S(a,c)such
thatB--VxAiP+A•Qa•d(P)r=(Q)r•Ofora<r<c. Thefields

P--•' x AlP andQ--A1Q are the poloidaland toroidalpartsof B. Applications
of this formalism
to geomagnetic
field modelingare discussed.Gauss'sresolutionof the geomagnetic
field B on

S (b) intointernalandexternalpartsis generalized;
if the radialcurrentJr doesnot vanishon
S(b), thento Gauss's
expression
mustbe addeda toroidal
fieldon S(b) dueentirelyto Jr on

S (b). A simpleproofis givenof Runcorn'stheoremthatto firstorderin susceptibility
no external
magneticfield resultsfrom magnetizationin a horizontallyhomogeneoussphericalshell polarized
by sourcesinside the shell. A Funk-Hecke-basedmethod of modeling ionosphericcurrents is
described,which may be more accuratethan truncatedsphericalharmonic expansionsand easierto
use than Biot-Savartintegrals. Finally, the formalismmakespossiblethe modelingof satellitesamplesof the geomagnetic
fieldin a spherical
shellS (a ,c) whereelectriccurrentscannotbe neglected.
Two approximation schemes are described. One is a truncated power series expansion in
(c-a)/H, whereH is the radiallengthscaleof the currents.The otherassumes
that mostof B in

S (a ,c) is not due to the currentsbetweenS (a) and S (c), and that the currentsin S (a ,c) are
field-aligned. Then the collectionof physicallypossiblemagneticfields in S (a ,c) is only 50%
larger, in a well-defined sense, than the collection of vacuum fields there. Methods of calculation
are given explicitly.
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1. INTRODUCTION

By neglectingelectric currents above the earth's surface
and discardingthe horizontal field at sites more than 40ø

from the magneticequator,Langelet al. [1982] are able to
fit satellitemeasurements
of the geomagnetic
field B with
an rms error of 10 nanoteslas.At this high level of accuracy, interpreting satellite measurementsof B encounters
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two difficulties:
B can vary rapidlyand significantly
with
time, and there are electriccurrentsin the regionwhere
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the satellitessampleB.
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Concerning time variations of B, magnetic storms can
producefluctuationsof several percent in one or two satel-

A statement of the mathematical situation, without
proofs,is as follows. A vectorfield B in S (a ,c) is called

lite orbital periods [Chapmanand Barrels, 1940]. One "irrotational"if its circulationaround every closedcurve in
S (a ,c) vanishes.By Stokes'theorem,B is irrotationalin
S (a ,c) if and only if V x B-- 0 there. A vectorfieldB in
S (a ,c) is called"solenoidal"
if its flux out of everyclosed
surfacein S (a ,c) vanishes. By Gauss'stheorem,B is
storm frequency[Backusand Hough, 1985]. The transfer solenoidalin S (a ,c) if and only if V. B--0 there and the
function of the mantle at such a long period probesthe flux of B out of S (a) vanishes. Since a closedsurface has
accepted procedure for minimizing such variations is to
consider only the B data obtained on quiet days. The
difficulty here is that the external driving force at the 11year sunspotperiod is the 11-year modulation of magnetic

conductivityof the lower mantle, but that transfer function cannot be found unless both the l 1-year external

drivingforce (the modulationof magneticstorms)and the
11-year internal inducedresponseare measured. The only
ways to avoid confusion of temporal and spatial variations
of B in satellite measurements would appear to be
discoveryof a quantitative physicalmodel of the magnetosphericsourcesof ota, dense occupationof an orbit by
many satellites, or correlation of satellite and groundbased observatory records. This question of temporal
aliasing deserves careful study, but is not the subject of

no boundary curve, Stokes' theorem implies that the curl
of every vector field is solenoidal.

If B is solenoidalin S (a ,c), it has a Mie representation

(2). Conversely,for everypair of scalarfieldsP and Q,
the B of (2) is solenoidalin S (a ,c), becauseit can be
written

B-- • x (rx•P-rQ)
The vector fields P and Q are determined uniquely by B

in S (a ,c) and are calledthe poloidaland toroidalpartsof

B. The scalarfieldsP and Q are determinedby B only up
the present review.
to arbitrary additive functions of r. Those scalarfields can
That subject is electric currents at satellite altitudes. be made unique by subjecting them to the additional
The currents which sustain the equatorial daily variation requirementthat for all r in a •< r •< c,
probably extend to low satellite altitudes, and I•/irna and

Poternra[1976] observedfield-alignedcurrentsat an altitude of 800 km in the auroral zone, producingmagnetic
perturbationsof severalhundred nanoteslason quiet days.

(t)r ---(O)r--0
(2d)
where
(f)r denotes
theaverage
value
off onS(r).
If B is both solenoidaland irrotationalin S (a ,c), it has

Such currents require abandonment of the classicalGauss both a Mie representation(2) and a Gaussrepresentation
representationof B as the gradient of a harmonic scalar (1). In the Mie representation,
Q--0 and W:P= O, so in
potential. Stern [1976] considersa number of replace- a current-free shell the Mie representation is almost as
ments for Gauss's representation. The present review is a convenientas the Gaussrepresentation.The advantageof
detailed discussionof the replacementwhich seems partic- the Mie representationis that it is available everywhere,
ularly adapted to the global treatment of satellite data.
not just in current-free regions.
Let S (b) denote the sphericalsurfaceof radiusb conMie [1908] seems to have been the first to use (2) to
centric with origin 0 at the center of the earth. If a < c, discuss Maxwell's equations in a spherical geometry.

let S (a ,c) denote the sphericalshell betweenS (a) and
S (c). A satellitewith perigeeand apogeeat distances
a
and c from 0 samplesB in S (a ,c). If the electric½,•rrent
densityJ vanishesin S (a ,c), then there is a scalarfield
$, the magneticpotential, such that

B -- -V'O

(la)

and

(lb)
in S (a ,c). This is the classicalGaussrepresentation
of B
in S (a ,c).
If J ;• 0 in S (a ,c), B cannotbe representedas in (1).
However, as long as there are no magnetic monopoles,
there do existscalarfieldsP and Q in S (a ,c) suchthat in

This is the basis on which Morse and Feshback[1953] discuss (2). Since (3) almost certainly fails at satellite alti-

tudes,it is importantto establishthat (3) is unnecessary
in proving (2). Elsasset[1946] and Bullardand Gellman

(2b)
(2c)

The fields P and Q are called poloidal and toroidal vector
fields, respectively,and P and Q are called poloidal and

toroidalscalarsfor B. Equations(2) will be calledthe Mie
representationof B.

(3)

detailsof an existenceand uniquenessproof for (2) seem
to have beenwrittendownfirst by Backus[1958].
Clearly, more mathematicaltools are required to deal

and

Q = r x V'Q

W2B + k2B-- 0

(2a)

where

P-- V' x (rxVP)

Lamb, and Love proved that B can be written as in (2) if
it is solenoidaland also, for some constantk, satisfiesthe
vector Helmholtz equation

[1954] restrictedtheir attention to magneticfieldsB which
do have a Mie representationand made no effort to show
that their discussionsincluded all magnetic fields. The

that shell,

B-- P +Q

Lamb [1881] introduced(2c), and possibly(2b), in a
hydrodynamics
problem, and Love [1913] used both (2b)
and (2c). In geomagnetism,
the main applicationof (2)
has been to dynamotheory in the earth'score [Elsasser,
1946; Bullard and Gellman, 1954; Backus, 1958]. Mie,

with (2) than with (1). It is the plan of the presentreview
to describe these tools, particularly surface operators on

S(r), and the Helmholtz (or Hodge) representation
of
everytangent-vector
field on S (r) as the sum of a surface
gradientand a surfacecurl. The Helmholtz representation
will be used to prove the existenceand uniquenessof the
Mie representation,a procedurewhich seems clearer and
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better motivatedthan the proof of (2) given by Backus f• denote the unit vector along the i th coordinate axis.
[1958]. The Helmho!tz representationwill also be used to Describe points in spaceby their position vectorsr--rif•
discussMaxwell's boundary conditions. Then these tools
will be used to make (2) tractable for satellite data. Here

relative to a chosenorigin 0.

Let U be any subsetof R3. A qth-ordertensorfield on

the difficulty is that P and Q can be chosenarbitrarily in U is a function f which assignsto each point r in U a
S (a ,c). When J • 0, the model spaceof physicallypossi- value f (r) which is a qth-order tensor. If q--0, f is a
ble geomagneticfields is so large that even satellite data scalarfield, and if q-- 1, f is a vector field.
A q th-order tensor operator on U is a rule L which
are insufficient to single out a particular model for B.
Some a priori hypothesisaboutB must be accepted(and assignsto each scalarfield f on U a q th-order tensor field
later tested,if possible)in orderto reducethe modelspace on U. This field is written Lf. An operator L on U is
to manageablesize. The two hypothesesconsideredhere completely determined by what it does to the scalar fields
are that the shell is thin (c-a is much less than the radial on U; if K and L are two operators on U such that
length scaleof variationsin J) or that the currentsin Kf = Lf for every scalarfield f on U, then K = L.
Examples will be useful. Let U be an open set with a
S (a ,c) are field alignedand weak, in the sensethat most
of B in S (a ,c) comes from currents which are not in curvilinear coordinate system u, v, w. Let 0u, 0v, Ow
denote the partial derivatives with respectto u, v, and w.
$ (a ,c).
Of course, the main geophysicalinterest lies in the For any fixed w0, let S (w0) denotethe coordinatesurface
application to satellite modeling. But the mathematical w= Wo. Then 0u, 0v, Ow are scalar operatorson' U, and
tools summarizedhere do help in applying (2) to other the gradient•' is a vector operatoron U. On S (w0), 0•
physicalproblems,and the fact that every solenoidalB has and 0• are scalar operators, but neither Ow nor •' is an
a Mie representationis required in order to insure that the operatoron S (w0), becauseknowledgeof a scalarfield f
model spaceof fields B used to fit the satellite data really merely on one surfaceS (w0) providesinsufficientinfordoes include the true B of the earth. Even the uniqueness mationto calculate0 wf or Vf on S (w0).
Many interesting operators on U cannot act on every
of P andQ in (2) is useful,because
then•' x (rx•'P) -!r x •' Q--0 impliesP-Q--0,
and this is what one needs scalar field on U. For example, without distribution
theory [Schwartz,1950], Vf is not defined unlessf is
to reducevectorequationsto scalarequationsin S (a ,c).
There is an independentapproachto (2) via vector differentiable. Keeping track of domains of operatorsis a
sphericalharmonicsand the representationsof the rotation delicate question which will be ignored here, except to
group[Wigner,1959;PhinneyandBurridge,1973], but the observethat no operatorswill be consideredwhich require
introduction of spherical harmonics at the outset preju- more than two differentiations of the scalar fields on
dices the discussionagainst phenomena with short hor- which they act.
A particularly simple operator is the "multiplication
izontal wavelengths,such as the field-alignedcurrents of
Iijima and Potemra. It seemspreferableto regard spheri- operator." Let T be a q th-order tensor field on U. The
operatorT •4 is the operatorwhichassigns
to
cal harmonicsas simply one of several ways to carry for- multiplication
each scalarfield f the q th-order tensor field Tf. That is,
wardthe discussion,
once(2) hasbeenreached.

T•4f -- Tf

2. OPERATOR ALGEBRA

(5)

Operator algebra begins with two definitions. Suppose
K,K•,...,K•v are qth-order tensor operatorson U and L
is a scalar operator on U. Suppose that c•,...,cN are
culusis slightlyextended,sb asto encompass
otheropera- scalar constants. Then on U the q th-order tensor operators besidesthe gradient. Section 2 is a descriptionof the tors c•K• and KL are defined by requiring that for every
required extension.
scalarfield f on U,

As Elsasser[1946] pointed out, manipulatingthe Mie
representationis greatly simplified if ordinary vector cal-

The three-dimensional
arrays•5i• and •i•, have their
usual meanings:•11={•22={•33
= 1, •5•=0 otherwise;and
ß123=•231•312=1, •213=•132=•321•--1, •ijlc=O otherwise. The identities•5•--•5•, •, = •,i =-•i•, and

ßijk•klm
= •i!•jm-- •im•jl

(4)

(c•K•)f = c•(K•f)

(6a)

(KL )f = K (Lf)

(6b)

From these definitions it is evident that

(c•K•)L -- c•(K•L)

(7a)

are expressedwith the Einstein index conventions, which
will be used throughout this paper: the duplicatedindex k and
on the left in (4) is understood to be summed over all its
(KL )M -- K (LM)
(7b)
possiblevalues, here 1, 2, 3; and the equationsare understood to hold for all possiblevalues of any index appearing for any scalar operator M on U. If T is a q th-order tenonly once in each term.
sor field on U, then the qth-order tensor operatorT •4L
will often be abbreviated as T L. Thus (5) is true whether
f is a scalarfield or a scalaroperator.
2.1. Scalar, Vector,and TensorOperators
To illustrate the notation, suppose U is an open set
Let R denote the set of real numbers, or scalars. Let with curvilinear coordinates u, v, w and g is a scalar field

R 3 denotereal, three-dimensional
space.In any Cartesian on U. Then for every scalarfield f on U, (c•ug•4)f =
(gMf ) __ C•u
(gf ) ----(C•ug
)f + g (C•uf) = (C•ug
)Mf +
coordinatesystem,write the coordinatesas r•, r2, r3. Let C•u
• )f = [(c•• g)•4 + (g•4c•
u) ]f. Thereforec•• g•4 __
0• denotethe partialderivativewith respectto r•, and let (g•4c•
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order q + r. Then their q th-order generalizeddot product,
P <q>' R, is definedas the tensoroperatoror tensorfield
of order p + r on U whose componentsin each Cartesian

gMOu+ (8ug)M----gOu + (8ug)M. The two operators8u
and gM commute (i.e., 8ugM=gMOu) if and only if
0ug=0.

If K is a q th-order tensoroperator on U, and71, ?:, 73 coordinate system are obtained from the componentsof P
and R as follows:

are the unit axis vectors in a Cartesian coordinate system,

then the Cartesiancomponentsof K relative to 71, ?:, 73

..kr = Pil...ipjl...jqRjl
...jqkl.
..kr
arethescalar
operators
Kil...ie onU such
thatforany (P<q> R)il...ipkl.
scalarfield f on U,

Kil...iqf----(Kf)il...iq

(10a)

(8a) When

P and R are ordinary constant tensors or tensor

fields, P <q> R does not depend on which Cartesian
coordinatesystemis used in (10a) to compute its com-

the right side referring to the components of the tensor
field Kf. It follows immediately that if L is any scalar ponents. The proof is well known (see, for example,
operator on U, then
Jeffreys[1931]) and is basedon the validityof (8e) for P,

(KL)il...iq
= Kil...•qL

andP <q> R andon the identity
(8b) R
The same proof succeeds when R is a

tensor field or
operator and P is a tensor operator, but only if P is linear.
The generalizeddot productsP <(I> R, P < 1> R, and

and that

K= (•ilßßß•'iq)Mfil...iq
(8c) P <2> R are usuallywritten PR, P.R, and P zR and are
the tensorproduct,the (ordinary)dot product,and
where
•il ßß'•'iqisaqth-order
polyad.
IfK(1),...,K
øv)
are called
the double-dot product.

qth-order tensor operators on U and Cl,...,C•v are scalar

In three dimensions, a cross product can also be
defined. If L is a vector linear operator on U, and M is a
is
(8d) vector operator or vector field on U, then LxM
[cvK(v)1il
ßßßiq= c•K.½•
defined as the vector operator or field on U whose comIf •1, •;, • are the unit axisvectorsrelativeto a second ponents relative to each right-handed Cartesian coordinate
Cartesian coordinatesystem, then from (8a) the com- systemare obtained from the componentsof L and M by
the expected formula:
ponents
ofK relativeto• 1,•, r• aregivenby

constants,(8a) and (6a) imply

gi'l...iq
= (•;1.•J1)
... (•;q.•jq)gj1...jq
For q=0,

K

(8e)

is a scalar operator. Its "component" in

every Cartesian coordinate system is itself, and (Be)
becomes K•= K.

(10b)

When L and M are ordinary constant vectors or vector
fields, L x M does not depend on which right-handed
Cartesian coordinate system is used to compute its com-

ponents. The proof [e.g.,Jeffreys,1931] is basedon (8e)

2.2. Linear Operators

forq= 1 andontheidentity
• !mn
if'['•'!) = • ijkff'j'•'rn
) if''k'•'!
).

A q th-order tensor operator K on U is linear if for all

scalarconstantsa l, ..., aM and all scalarfieldsf l,-..,fM on
U,

K (a•,f• = a•,(Kf•,)

(LxM)i = •ijlcLjM!½

(9)

Unlike (6a), (9) is not automatically
true by definition;it
is a real conditionon K, and for many operators,(9) will
be false. A number of tools are available to establish the

The same proof succeeds when M is a vector field or
operator and L is a vector operator, as long as L is linear.

(It is possibleto define L x M via (10a) rather than de
novo in (10b). Let A be the third order alternatingtensor
in R 3, whosecomponents
relative to every right-handed
Cartesiancoordinatesystemare •j•,. Then L x M can be
defined as -L. A •r. M.)
When P and L are linear, the productsP <q> R and

L x M definedby (10a) and (10b) dependlinearlyon each

linearity of an operator. Evidently, multiplication opera- of their two factors if the other is fixed.
tors are linear, as are 8• and V.
If the operators

K1,...,K•v in (6a) are linear, so is their linearcombination
c•K•. If K and L are linear, so is the productKL in (6b). 2.3. Commutationof Operators
If the components of K relative to one Cartesian coordi-

Supposethat P and R are tensor operatorsof ordersp
nate systemare linear, (8c) showsthat K is linear. If K is
and
r, respectively,on U. They are said to commute if in
linear, (Sa) showsthat its componentsrelativeto every
Cartesian coordinate system are linear.
Now a conspicuousgap can be filled in the definition of
products of operators. If L is a scalar operator and K a

every Cartesian coordinate system their components
satisfy

Pil...ipRjl...
4 = Rj1...JrPil
...ip

(11)

tensoroperator,no definitionof L K analogousto (6b) has
If P and R are linear and (11) works in even one Cartebeen given. The obvious definition, (LK)f= L (Kf),
would require applyingL to a vector field, Kf. No pro- sian coordinate system, it works in all, so P and R comcedure for doing so has been established. It turns out that
such a procedure is available only when L is a linear
operator. If it is, it can be a tensor operator.
Suppose that, on U, P is a tensor linear operator of
order p + q and R is a tensor operator or tensor field of

mute. The statement that they do is abbreviated
P cornR. It does not generally mean that PR--RP.
In
fact, a tensor operator of order >/1 need not commute

with itself. For example, if L=r•tx V, then in any
right-handed
Cartesiancoordinate
system,L•Lj- L•L• --
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--•ijkLk;• 0. A scalaroperatorK, linear or not, always field, exceptthat whenM is a field (17e) and (17f) must
does commute with itself, and if R is a tensor operator of
any order and K is a scalar linear operator then K com R

be discardedas meaningless.Those calculationsalso obviously work when all three factors are fields. tn the one

is equivalentto KR--RK.
remaining case, the first factor is an operator and the
If P and R are tensor linear operatorsof order q and secondand third factorsare fields. In this case, (12)-P cornR, then P <q>' R = R <q>' P. If L and M are (17) generallyfail.
vector linear operators and L cornM, then L x M -In fact, (14a) showsexactlywhenthey succeed.Sup-MxL.
posethat K is an operatoron U andK (fg) -- (Kf)g for
all scalar fields f and g on U. Let f--1.
Then
2.4. TripleProductsof Operators
Kg=K(lg)= (K1)g= (K1)•tg. Thus K-- (K1)•t. That
is, K is a multiplication operator. The identities (12)-Supposethat P, R, and T are tensor operatorson U of (17) can succeedfor productswhose first factor is an
ordersp + q, q + r + s, and s + t, respectively,and that P operatorand whosesecondand third factorsare fields,but
and R are linear, Supposethat K, L, M are scalaropera- onlywhenthe firstfactoris a multiplication
operator.
tors on U and K, L, M are vector operators on U. Let
There is one specialcase in which generalizations
of

L,M

denote either L. M or L x M.

Then the following (12)--(17) are available
whenthe firstfactoris an operator and the secondand third are fields. Suchoperatorsare

relationsare easily deducedfrom the definitions:

P <q>

(R <s> T)-- (P <q> R)<s>

T

(12)

K (LM) -- (KL)M

(13)

K (LM) -- (K L )M

(14a)

K (LM) = (KL)M

(14b)

if K is linear, then

considered in the next subsection.

2.5. First-Order
LinearDifferentialOperators
(Foldops)
A q th-order tensor operatorQ on U is called a firstorder linear differentialoperator,or foldop, if it is linear
and if for everypair of scalarfieldsf andg on U, instead
of (14a) one has

if K and L are linear, then

Q(fg)--

K (L M) -- (KL)M

(14c)

if K and L are linear, then

K (L,M) -- (KL),M

(15a)

if K and L are linear, then

K,(LM)

-- (KL),M

(15b)

(K,L)M

(15c)

if K is linear, then

K,(LM)--

(Qf)g + (Qg)f

If Q is a foldop, so are its componentsin every Cartesian
coordinatesystem. And if the componentsof Q in one
Cartesiancoordinatesystemare foldops,Q is a foldop. A
sum of foldopsis a foldop, and if T is a tensorfield andQ

is a foldop,T M <p> Q is a foldop. If v is a vectorfield
andL is a vectorfoldop,thenvM x L is a vectorfoldop.
From the definitions one can prove the following ana1oguesof (12)--(17). Supposethat K and K are a scalar
and a vector foldop on U, f and g are scalarfields on U,
u and v are vector fields on U, and R and T are tensor
fields of orders r + s and s + t.

if K and L are linear, then

K. (LxM)=

(KxL).M

(16)

if K andL are linearand K•, L• are their components
in

or u x v.

(17a)
(17b)

if K and L are linear and K com L, then

K x (LxM) = L (K.M) - (K.L)M

denote either u. v

K (R <s> T) = (KR) <s> T + R <s>

and

(KxL) x M-- K•LM• - K (L.M)

Let u,v

Then

the same Cartesian coordinate system, then

K x (LxM)-- K•LM•- (K.L)M

(18)

(17c)

(KT)

K (,fg) -- (Kf)g + (Kg)f

(20)

K(fg)--- (Kf)g + (Kg)f

(21a)

K (ug) -- (Ku)g + (Kg)u

(2lb)

K (fv) -- (Kf)v + (Kv)f

(21c)

K (u,v) -- (Ku),v + u,(Kv)

(22a)

K,(fv)

(22b)

= (Kf),v + (K,v)f

K,(ug) = (K,u)g + (Kg),u

and

(Kx L ) x M = L (K.M) - K (L .M)

(17d)

K x (LxM)=

(K.M)L-

(K.L)M

K' (uxv)--

K x (uxv)--

if K, L, and M are linear and L cornM, then

(19)

(Kxu). v-

(K.v)u + (vM.K)u-

(Kxv). u

(K.u)v-

(17e)

(22c)
(23)

(uM.K)v
(24)

One corollaryof (22a) is particularlyuseful:

and

(K x L) x M = (K.M)L - K (L.M)

(17j9

K (v.v) --- 2v ß (Kv)

(25)

The calculations which establish (12)--(17)
work
If P is a tensor foldop of any order p + q, and R is a
whether the third factor, T, M or M, is an operator or a constanttensor field of any order q + r,
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P <q> R = 0

(26)

By (10a) it sufficesto prove (26) whenp =q = r= 0; that
is, if f is a constantfield and K is a scalarfoldop, then
Kf = 0. SinceK is linear, it sufficesto proveK 1--0. By

(20), with f-- 1, Kg-- (K 1)g+ (Kg). Choosingg • 0
givesK 1--0. (Note: if Q is a qth-ordertensorfoldopon
open set U, there is a unique tensor field P of order q + 1
on U such that

(27)
For a proof, seeFlanders[1963], pp.53--54.)

If Vr= 0 on S (b), v is calleda "tangent-vector
field'' on
S (b). For any vectorfieldv, clearly
f. Vs = 0

so Vs is a tangentvectorfield on S (b) for every b > 0
where v is defined.

3.1. The SurfaceGradient

If U is any opensubsetof S (0,oo), definethe operators
W r andUs on U by analogywith (29)'

V r = •M. V
V S= V -- •M•'r

3. SURFACE OPERATORS ON SPHERES

The Mie representation can be discussedentirely in

AM

r

sion involves heavy computation and the introduction of a
number

of constructions which are hard to motivate

on

(29d)
(29e)

Then clearly

termsof elementaryvectoranalysisin R s, but the discusany grounds other than that they work. At the opposite
extreme, the Mie theory can be regarded as a specializa-

(29c)

'rs--0

(29f)

and for every scalarfield f on U,

Vsf = (Vf)s

(29g)

tion to surfacesof Hodge's [1952] theory of differential

Both •r and V s are foldops on U; Us is called the surforms. In the present review a middle ground will be
adopted, and the theory will be basedon three operators face gradient.
Suppose
thatP (b) is a patchon S (b) smallenoughthat
on surfaces,the surfacegradient•s the surfacecurl As,

andthe surfaceLaplacian
W•-- Us'Us. The presentsec- on S (b) a sphericalpolarcoordinatesystemcan be intro-

duced whose north and south poles are not in P (b). Let
the generalization to curved surfaces of Helmholtz's 0 and h be colatitude and longitude in this system, and let
in thedirections
of increasing
theorem that every vector field in the plane is the sum of • and•. betheunitvectors
0
and
h.
Then
•
and
•,
are
infinitely
differentiable
vector
a two-dimensional gradient and a two-dimensional curl.
fields
on
P
(0,oo).
The
expression
for
U
in
such
spherical
Details are given only for spheres.
tion describes these operators and uses them to construct

Somenotationmustbe agreedupon. In R s, let r -- Irl.
Let S (c) denotethe set of all pointsr in R 3 with r = c,
let B(c)

coordinates is well known:

V '--•Mor '•' (r-l)•[•Oo + (•.cscO)•O•](30a)

denote the set of all r with r < c, and if

0<• a < c, let S(a,c) denote the set of all r with Comparisonwith (29d) and (29e) makes clear that on
•r andUs canbe computedas
a < r < c. The set S (c) is called the "sphere"of radius P (0,oo)the operators

c; B (c) is the "ball"of radiusc; and S (a ,c) is the shell
whose inner radius is a and whose outer radius is c.

The

shell S (0,c) is obtainedfrom the ball B (c) by removing

0. In S (0,oo),define• = r/r. Then in S (0,oo),r = Irl
definesan infinitelydifferentiable
scalarfield, and[ = r/r
defines an infinitely differentiable field of unit vectors.
The two fields are related by
• = Ur

(28a)

V r = Or

(30b)

and

Us = (r-l)•t[•tOo+(•.csc0)•tO•]

(30c)

These
equations
imply•rstill
another
expression
for•s.

Clearly,
0r•= 0, SO
Or• = •Mor. Then,by(30b),
V r•M= •Mvr
(30d)
so, from (29e),

so

V x • = 0

(28b)

V S= V- V r•M

(30e)

For any b > 0, a "patch"on S (b) is a connected
subset
In many situations, the superscriptM can be omitted
P of S (b) which is the intersectionof S (b) with an open from multiplicationoperatorswithout ambiguity. This is
subsetof R 3 and which has a piecewise-smooth
boundary clearlynot possibleon the left in (30d) or on the right in
curve OP. If P is not simply connected,OP consistsof (30e).
severaldisjointclosedcurves. If P = $ (b), 0P is empty.
If P is a patchon S (b), let P (a) denotethe set of all vec- but only
is an operatoron the patchP (b). This limitatorsaf suchthat b• is in P, and let P (a ,c) denotethe set tion is inherent inU andWr, but not in Us. Iff is a
of all vectors rf such that b[ is in P and a < r < c. Then
scalarfield definedonly on P (b), U sf can be calculated
P(b)=P, P(a) is a patchon S(a), and P(a,c) is an on P(b) as follows: choose a and c such that
opensubsetof S (0,oo).
0•< a < b < c. OnP(a,c) chooseany extensionoff,
If v is a vectorfield on a subsetof S (0,oo), define the i.e., any scalarfield fE on P (a ,c) such that rE-- f on
scalarfield Vrand the vectorfield Vs by
P(b). ThenUsfe is calculable
in P(a,c) from (29d) and

Alloff•,•r, r , and
Usare
operators
onP(0,oo),

Vr-- •' v

Vs = v - •Vr

(29a)

(29e), andUsf canbe definedon P(b) asUsfe there.

Of course, f has many extensionsfe from P(b) to
(29b) P (a ,c), but (30c) makesclearthat the valuesobtainedfor
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V sf on P(b) do not depend on which extensionis Three other propertiesof V1 are important for calculations:

chosen.

The foregoing comments show that V s is an operator

on any patchP(b) on S(b).

,,M

r .Vl=O

Accordingto section2, it

(32e)

shouldbe possibleto calculateVs.v on P for every vector as is obviousfrom (29e) or (30c). And
field v defined on P (b). There are two ways to do this.
V 1-1= 2
(32f)
First, one can choosean extensionof v, a vector field v•r
on P (a ,c) suchthat v•r= v on P (b). Then, writingv for as is clear from (31d). Finally, if v is any tangent vector

v•r
throu•,hout
one
has,
from
Vs.v(•'--Vr•'n)'¾
=P(a,Cv),
•'' --Vr(•M'¾)
or (30e),
VS. ¾ -- •.¾-

Vrll r

fieldon patchP (b) of S (b), thenon P (b),
(v. V1)i = Vs

(32g)

(31a)

Equations(32f) and (32g) can be deducedfrom the sinSince V s is an operatoron P(b), the values of V s.v gle equation
obtainedon P(b) from (31a) do not dependon how v is
V if' = I - ii
(32h)
extended off P(b). The secondmethod of calculating
V s.v at any point r of P(b) is to choosea patchP' in Here I is the identity tensor, the second-order tensor
P(b) which containsr and is small enough to admit a whosecomponents
are 8o in every Cartesiancoordinate
spherical coordinate system whose poles lie outside P'. system. The tensorfield Is (r) -- I-ii
is calledthe surThen(30c)canbeusedonP'. ThusrVs'V= [•t00 -I- faceidentitytensor. To prove (32h), write

(•,csc0)•t0x]-v
-- }'(00v) + (csc0);[.(0xv).
In anyspheri-

cal coordinate system,

V !i = Vs (ri) = (V--i0r)r = Vr - i0 rr = I -- }i

Then (32h) implies (32J) becauseI <2> I= 3 and for any
vectorfieldsor operatorsu, v one hasI < 2> (uv) = u. v.
(3lb) And (32h) implies (32g) because for any vector v,
v ßI = v; hence if r. v = 0, then
--i sin0--}cos0

0ri = 0, 00i = •, 0},i= i sin0
0r• = 0, 00•--'--i, 0},b= i COS0

0ri[----0, O0•= 0, 0•- =

v - v. Is = v' (Vii) = (v'V1)•

On P' the vector field v can be written as

(31c)
v = ?Vr+ bVo+ i. VX
Then00v----?(00Vr-Vo)+ • (0oVo+
Vr)+ i, (00VX)and

Oxv- i (0• Vr--VXsin0)

+ •(0• Vo--Vx
cos0)+ •,(0xVx+Vr
sinO+vocosO)
Therefore in P', and in particularat r,

rVs'v = 2Vr+ cscO[0o(vosinO)+Oxvx] (31d)
Combining(31a) and (31d) providesa derivationab initio
of the well-known expressionfor V. v in sphericalcoordi-

On S (b), V s behaveslike the two-dimensionalgradient
in the plane. For example, (30c) showsthat a scalarfield
g on a patchP(b) is constanton P(b) if and only if
V sg-O on P(b). As another example, let C be a
piecewise-smooth
directedcurvein P (b), with initial point

r l and terminal point r2. Let ,}(r) be the unit vector
tangentto C at r and pointingfromr l to r2. Let dl be the
elementof arc length on C. Let g be any scalarfield on
P(b).

Then

g(r2)g(rl)=
fc dl,}
.Vsg

(33a)

As in (31d), many calculationswith Vs are simplifiedif
it is replaced by the dimensionlesssurface gradient V1,
defined by

To see this, let gE be any extensionof g from P (b) to
someP(a ,c) containingP(b ). Then'}'Vsg - '}'VsgE q'Vg•r because
,}-i- 0. Sinceg = ge on P(b), (33a) is
just the usual result for the three-dimensionalgradient

V1 = rMV s

Vgœ onC.
As a final example of the analogy with the plane, a

nates.

(32a)

Both V l and V s are foldopson any patchP(b) on any
S (b), and since the scalarfield r is constanton P(b),
Vs r -- 0. ThereforeVs rM- r•Vs, so

•'1 = Vsr •

(32b)

Similarly,if f is a scalarfield whichis constanton P (b),
thenV if - 0, so on P (b)
V if •t - f•tV1

(32c)

This equation is also true on any open subset U of
S (0,oo) wheref is a functionof r alone. Another advantage of V1 over Vs is that V1 commuteswith Vr. In any

tangent-vector
fieldVs on a patchP (b) is called"irrotational on P (b)" if

•c'
dl•.vs--0

(33b)

for everypiecewise-smooth
closedcurveC' in P (b) which
does not intersect itself. If (33b) holds for curves C'

without self-intersections,it obviouslyholds when C' has
finitelymanyself-intersections.
By continuity,it holdsfor
all closed curves C' in P(b). Therefore, if Vs is irrota-

tionalon P (b), onecandefinea scalarfieldg on P (b) by
g (r) - g (ro) +

0

dl½ ßvs

(33c)

spherical
coordinate
system,
(30c)andtherelations
{•ri = wherer0 is any fixed point in P(b), g(r0) is any scalar
•r 0 = l•ri = 0 showthat•r•'l-- •'l•r. Therefore,
from
constant,
andthe line integralis alonganycurvein P (b)

(30b),

Vr•' 1--' •'lVr

(32d)

startingat r0 and endingat r. Ifrl andr• are any pointsin
P (b), then (33c) implies
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g(r2)--g(rl)----

calcoordinatesystem,(30c), (32a) and (34c) showthat

•frr2dl? 'rs
1

If one uses the same curve C to connectr l and r2 in this

integralandin (33a), oneconcludes
that

f cdl&' (Vs--•'sg)
=0

A1= - (bcsc0)•rO
x + (i)•rOo
and this can be used to calculateAlf
extendingf off P (b).

on P (b) without

If v is anyvectorfieldonP (b), thenA l' v onP (b) can

In otherwords,Vs-Vsg is a tangent-vector
fieldon P (b)
whoseline integralvanishes
alongeverycurveC in P (b).

be calculatedfrom the valuesof v there. Applying(16) to
(34c)-- (34J) gives

A continuity argument applied to very short, nearly
straight curves C showsthat such a field must vanish, so
in P(b),

Vs = •'sg

(34g)

Ai' v = • ß (Vlxv)

(35a)

AI' v - r . (•'xv)

(35b)

A•. v =-•'

(33d)

ß (rxv)

(35c)

AI' v =--•'1' (•XV)
(35d)
A tangent-vector
field Vs on a patchP (b) will be called
"consoidar'if as in (33d) it is the surfacegradientof a In any sphericalcoordinatesystem,(35d), (30c), and
scalarfield g on P (b), and g will be called a consoidal (32a) imply
scalaror a surfacepotentialfor Vs. The terminologyis not
A1. v = cscO
[00(vxsin0)-0xvo]
(35e)
standard,but suchfields are of great interestin geomagnetism, and it. seems useful to name them. The name is by Onlytwoof theseexpressions
for A l'V, (35b)and (35c),
analogy with "poloidar' and "toroidal," and refers to the requirethatv be extendedoff P (b) in calculating
A 1'v on
conservative
characterof Vs on P (b).
P(b).
The following facts are now evident. Two potentialsfor
The following identities are useful in calculations
a consoidalfield differ by a constant, and if g is a potential involving A 1'
AM
for Vs, then so is g+C for any constantC. If vs -- •'sg
r ßA1----0
(36a)
on P (b), then Vs is perpendicularto the level curvesof g
,,M
on P(b). Equation (33a) shows that every consoidal
r x A•--•'•
(36b)

tangent-vectorfield on P(b) is irrotationalon P(b), and
the argumentleadingto (33d) showsthe converse,so Vs
is consoidalon P(b) if and only if it is irrotational on
P(b).

•rA1-- A1Vr

(36c)

A lf• = f•A 1

(36d)

on any patchP (b) where the scalarfield f is constant,or
on any open subsetof S (0,oo) wheref dependsonly on
r. If v is any vectorfield on patchP (b), then

3.2 The Surface Curl

The surfacecurl As, and the dimensionlesscurl A1 are
defined by

As= •X•'s
A1 = r• As = r•x •'s

(37a)

Ai'v-Ai'vs

A•' (•XVs)-• VI'¾S

(34a)

(37c)

(34b)

Both A1 and As are foldopson any patchP(b) on a

(37b)

Finally,

•''

sphericalsurfaceS (b). Other expressions
for At are

A1 = 0

(38a)

•

(34c)

•'1 X A1 = •(•'1'•'1)

A1-- r $• x •'

(34d)

•'1' A1 • 0

(38c)

A1 = -•' x r M

(34e)

AI' •'1---- 0

(38d)

A1= -•' 1X•M

(34j)

AI' A1----•'1' •'1

(38e)

A•=

-- •'1

(38b)

Topr,
ove(34c),
note
from(34b)
thatA1-- (•r •) xVs

Identities (36) are immediate consequences
of (35) and
- •x (r•Vs) = r"• x X7i. To prove (34d), use (34b) the definitions. Identity (37a) follows from (35d), and
(37b) from (35c) with v replaced by ?xv. To obtain
and (29e). To prove (34e) note that for any scalarfield
(37c), use (2.20) to write •'l x (•XVs) = • (•'•'Vs) +
on an open subset of S(0,oo), (34d) implies A lh
r x • h -- -•' x fi'h) -- -•' x fi'• h ) -- - (•' x r •) h. To (Vs'•'l)• - (•'l'?)Vs - (•'•l)vS. Then (37c) followsfrom
(32e--(32g). Equation (38a) follows from (34e); (38b)
prove
(34y),
use(30e)in(34e)andinfer•at A1=-•'• comes
from settingVs= •'lh in (37c). To obtain (38d),
x r• ---•'s x (r•P•) ---(•'sr •) x • ----•'1 X •
note from (37a) and (36d) that Al.•'l
= Al'r•'s
=
(See (32b)).
Clearly,
A• andAs arefoldops.
Since
?• •'1 and•'s (Air). •'s -- fAl' •'s -- rA1. •7. This last vanishes
are operatorson any patchP (b) on S (b), so are A1 and becauseof (35b). To obtain (38c), set vs=Alh in (37b)
As. If f is a scalarfield on P(b), calculating
A•f on and use (38d) and (36b). To obtain (38e), set Vs=•'lh
P(b) from (34d) or (34e) requiresthat f be extendedoff in (37b).
A tangent-vector
fieldVs on a patchP of S (b) is called
P(b), but the values of A•f obtainedon P(b) are
independentof which extensionis chosen. In any spheri- "toroidar' if rs=Ash

for some scalarfield h on P. The
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function
h is called
a stream
function
or a toroidal
scalarthatVs is irrotational
onP andhence
consoidal
there.If

forVs.Anytwostream
functions
forVsonP differ
bya •s ßVs--0 throughout
P, thenAsß(•xVs)--0 there,
so
constant
onP, andif g isa stream
function
onP, sois • xVs isconsoidal
onP. Thisissoif andonlyif Vs is
g q-C for any constantC. The vectorfield Vs is parallel toroidal there.

An identityrelatedto (39e)is the factthat

to the level lines of g.

Suppose
thatVs is a tangentvectorfieldon patchP (b)

f s dA
As
f-- 0

(39g)

(•)
and P' is a patchin P (b) with boundarycurveOP'. Let f
be the unit vectortangentto OP', the directionof f being for everyscalar
fieldf onS (b). To provethis,it suffices

chosen so that the vector

to provethatfor everyunitvector•,

• = • x •

(39a)

points out of P'. The integral

• 'rs(o)
dA
Asf=0
But

f o•,,dl
• 'vs

'f s(b)
dA
Asf=rs(b)dA.
Asf

is called the flux of Vs out of P'. The field Vs is called because
• is constant.On a sphereS(b), the proof of

"solenoidalon P (b)" if its flux vanishesout of every patch
in P (b). The flux out of OP' can also be written as

fo dl?.
(•XVs)
p,

(39g)is completed
bynoting
that•.As b-1O whereh
is longitude
when• is thenorthpole.A proofapplicable
to anyclosed
surface
is that,since• is constant,
As and
zAM commute,
so•. (Asf)--As . (•f), andthen(39g)fol-

soVs is solenoidalon P (b) if and only if • x Vs is irrota- lowsfrom (39e) and (37a).
tional on P (b). This is true if and only if there is a scalar
field h on P (b) such that • x Vs -- -•'s h, or Vs = As h. 3.3. The SurfaceLaplacian

Thusa tangent-vector
fieldon P (b) is solenoidal
on P (b)

Onanysphere
S(b) thesurface
Laplacian
V s2is
V• -- Vs' Vs
(40a)

if and only if it is toroidal there.
In addition to the local identities (34)--(38), As is

involvedin two integralidentities,the surfaceversionsof
Stokes' and Gauss's theorems on S(b).

Let P be any

It is alsocalledthesecond
Beltramioperator
onS (b) [Iya-

patchon S (b). Let OP be its boundarycurve. Let f be nagaandKawada,1977,p. 1262]. Since•'s is a linear
the unit vectortangentto OP and directedso that • in operator
onevery
patch
onS(b),thesame
istrueofV s2.
(39a) pointsout of P. Let dl be the elementof arclength The dimensionless
surfaceLaplacian,
V •, is definedas
on OP, and let dA be the elementof area on P. Let v be
V •2= V i' V1
(40b)
any vectorfield continuouslydifferentiableon P and OP.
According
to Stokes'theoremin R3,
Becauseof (32c) and (15b), evidently

f odl?.v=L dA
•' (Vxv)
P

Since f.v=f.Vs,

(39b)

V • = r2V• = V• (r2)•t

(40c)

equations(35b) and (37a) convert and,foranyscalar
fieldf constant
ona patch
P ofS(b)

(39b) to

fMv • ----V •fM

foe
dl?'Vs
--L dA
As
'Vs

(39c)
on P.

(40d)

Equation(40d)is alsotrue for a scalarfieldf on

an opensetU if f depends
onlyon r. From(40b)and

This is Stokes'theoremfor tangent-vector
fieldson S (b).
Applyingit to the tangent-vector
field • X Vs and using (32d),
(39a) and (37b) gives

foe
dl• 'Vs=L dA
•'s'Vs

(39d)

This is Gauss'stheoremfor tangentvectorfieldson S (b).
If P--S(b), then 0P is empty, and (39c) and (39d)
reduce to

so

The surfaceLaplacian
is simplythe angularpartof the

s(b)
dA
As'Vs
=0
s(b)
dA
Vs'rs=0

Laplacian,
V 2. To seethis,
(39e)ordinarythree-dimensional

note
that
V2•
--V.V = (Vr•+V•' (•$•Vr+VS)
-(39J)

The scalarfields Vs. Vs and As-rs are the surface
divergence
and surfacecurl of the tangent-vector
fieldVs
on the patchP(b) on S (b). By (38c), the surfacediver-

genceof a toroidalfieldvanishes,
andby (38d)thesurface
curl of a consoidal field vanishes. The converses are true

+ Om'VS)Vr = r-l(V•'?)Vr = 2r-iVr. •us
V 2= V• + 2r-•Vr + V•

(40fi

Fromthewell-kno•expression
forV 2inspherical
coordinates,
(40c)and(40fiimplythatin anyspherical
coordi-

if P(b) is simplyconnected.Supposethat C' is a closed nate system,
curve in P (b) whichdoesnot intersectitself. If P (b) is
V • = (csc0)2[(sin000)2+
0•]
simply connected,it contains a patch P' such that

(40g)

can also be obtaineddirectlyby setting
OP'=C'. If As.rs=0 throughout
P, then (39c) shows This expression
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vs ----Vlg in (3l d) andcalculating
V lg from (30c). Such g fromf by threedifferentmethods,
eachappropriate
to
a derivationof (40g) leadsvia (40J)to an independenta differentparametrization
of the electriccurrentat satelwill be ignored;
derivationof the expressionfor V 2 in sphericalcoordi- lite altitudes. Questionsof convergence
nates. From (40c)--(40J) followsthe very usefulrelation- thoughnot difficult,theyclutterthe discussion.
Method1 for constructing
Vi-2f fromf is to expandf
ship
V2V iz= V •V2

in spherical
harmonicson S (b). Let s/-/• be the set of
(40h) scalarfields on R 3 consistingof 0 and all homogeneous

(r) whichare of degreeI in r and satisfy
The relationship between irrotational and consoidal polynomials/3•

of s/-/tarethesolidspherical
harfieldson S (b) providesthe theoryfor invertingthe equa- •2/3•--0. Themembers
tion •sg -- Vs to find g when Vs is given. The relation- monicsof degreeI. If/3• is in d-/t, clearly
ship betweensolenoidaland toroidal fields on S (b) profll (r•) = rl[31(•)
(42a)
vides the theory for invertingAsh =Vs to find h whenVs
is given. The corresponding
questionfor •s 2 attemptsto On anysurfaceS (b), the field/• is calleda surfacespherinvert the equationVs•g- f to find g whenf is given. It icalharmonicof degreeI. The sets/-/•is a linearspaceof
21+1. A basis{flF1,...,fl/} for s/-/•is "Schmidt
will be necessaryto study this inversionon S(b) with dimension
care, becauseit lies at the heart of the surface Helmholtz
theorem, the Mie representation, and the modeling of

seminormalized

if

((j•/n)*•/n)l
= (2l"['
1)--18mn
electriccurrentsat satellitealtitudes. Becauseof (40g), it
where
the
asterisk
denotes
complex
conjugation.
will be moreconvenientto consider•2. Therefore,given
a scalarfield f on S (b), the problemis to find all scalar such basis has
fieldsg on S (b) for which

(42b)
One

ill"O) = C]"P•m(cosO
) cos(mh)

•' iZg----f

(41a)

forO•<m•<land

everywhere
on S(b). The factsto be demonstrated
are

•-m if.) = c[np!
m(cos0) sin(mX)

these:

Fact 1: If g satisfies(41a), so doesg + C for any constant C.

for 1•< rn •< 1, where0 andh are the colatitudeand longitude of f in some sphericalcoordinatesystem, Pp is an

Fact 2: If gl and g2 satisfy(41a), then gl-g2 is con- associated
Legendrefunction, and C/• is a normalizing
stant on S (b).
constantchosento achieve (42b). If l • l', and if/3• is in
Fact 3: If (41a) has any solutions,it has exactlyone s• and
ill,isinstt•,,then(fll*[•
1'}1
= 0. Since
1isinSilo,it
solution g which satisfies

follows that for 1 >/ 1

(g)0= 0
(4lb)
([•/)1
=0
(42C)
where(g)0
denotes
theaverage
valueofg onS(b);thatis If f is any scalarfield on S (b), thereare uniquesolid

(g)t,
----'

spherical
harmonics
fl0,ill,/32, ßßß (/3tof degree1) such

,dA
g

that on S (b)

The unique solutiong of (41a) and (4lb), if it exists,will
be written

f---- '• •1

as

(42d)

/--0

(41c)

(f)o= 0

From(42c),
(f)t,-'-0if andonlyif fl0= 0 in (42d).From
(40g),or from (40J)and (42a),

Fact 4: Equation(41a) has no solutionsunless

Vi2•! = -1 (1+1)/•

(41d)

Fact 5: Iff satisfies(41d), then (41a) hassolutionsg.
Fact 1 is obvious from (40g). To prove fact 2, let

Using(42d), defineg as

g = -- • [1(1+l l-lilt

g12=gl--g2. Then •iZg12--'•0, SO •'1 ' (g12
•'lg12) •
[Vlgl2l2. If Vs is anytangent-vector
fieldon S (b), (39J)
shows that

(42e)

(42fi

1=1

Then g satisfies(4lb). From (42e), V•g-• f- fl0. If

(•I'VS)b= 0

then
fl0--0,sog satisfies
(41a)aswellas(4lb),
(41e) (f)0--0
andis the uniquesolutiondenotedbyVi-2f in (41c). If
/f)• ;• 0, theg of (42J)stillexistsbutdoesnotsatisfy

Setting
Vs
=gl2vlgl2
here
giVeSs([•,lgl2]2)0
=0,whence

• lgl2-'-0 and gl2---const on
{,b). Fact 3 follows (41a). If one choosesto defineVi-2f=g even in this
the pseudo-inverse
of V• asdefined
immediately from facts 1 and 2. Fact 4 follows from case,V i-2 becomes

[1955].
(41a) by settingvs=Vlg in (41e). Facts1--4 are true if byMoore[1920]andPenrose
Method
2
for
constructing
V i-2f on a spherical
surface
V1 is replacedby V s in (41), and in that form they
S(b)
involves
introducing
a
spherical
coordinate
system
remaintrue whenS (b) is replacedby any closed,compact
surface with a finite number of doughnut holes. For such

a surface,Kodaira [1949, p. 612] hasprovedfact 5 by constructinga Green's function for V•. In the present
review, fact 5 will be demonstratedonly for sphericalsur-

facesS (b), and the proof will consistsimplyin calculating

and writing

f (b•) -- •

fm(O)eimx

(43a)

gm(O)eimx

(43b)

m=-oo

g (b•) -- •
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where 0 and h are the colatitudeand longitude of f. Let
r= ln ctn(0/2) be the Mercator latitude variable, obtained
D(0)= lnctn(0/2)andsetting
o-=/-/(•) in (43J)
by requiringsinOOo=-Or. Then sin0= sechr, and substi- Defining
gives
tuting(40g), (43a), and (43b)in (41a) gives

2g0(0)
=f2 &rFo(•r)[l•r-rl-lncosh•r]
(43J)

(Or2--m2)gm
= Fm

go(O)=
f o'•
d•o
(sin•o)f
o(•O)
[l•-I(•o)-•-I(O)
l+lnsin•ol
(43g)

(43c)

for all integersm, where

With some rearrangementof terms, and using

Fm(r) = (sechr )2f m(0)

o'•d•(sin
•)fo(•)---0

To obtainboundaryconditionson gm in (43c), f will be
equation(43g) can be rewrittenas
supposed piecewise continuous and g continuously
differentiableon S (b). Then as 04 0 or rr, fm (0) and

=fl d•(sin•)/o(•)ln(1-cos•)
gm(0) behave
like (sin0)Iml,Oogo
behaves
likesin0,and 2go(0)
Oogm
for m;• 0 behaves
like (sin0)Iml-•. Therefore,
as
+
d•o(sin•o)fo½O)[•I½o)-•I(O)]
(43h)
r•___oo,Fm(r) behaves
like e-(Iml+2)lrl,
gm(O)behaves
Method 3 for constructing
V i-2f is basedon (43h). If
like e-Imrl,Orgobehaves
like e-21rl,andOrgmfor m;• 0

foø

• is the north pole of the spherical coordinate system in
(43a) and (43b), then • has colatitude0= 0 and no longi-

behaveslike e-Imrl.
To integrate(43c), note that

tude X. Equation (43b) specializesto g(bi)=go(0).
From (43h),

= elmlrOre-21mlror
(elmlr)
M

2g0(0)=

dO(sinO)fo(O)ln(1-cosO)

As r--•oo e-21mlrOr(elmlrgm)'-•O;
and, for m;• 0,
elmlrg
m40 asr•-oo. Therefore,
if m;• 0, (43c)canbe Therefore,from (43a),
integratedoncefrom +oo and then oncefrom-oo to give

gm(0) =

dp

y0dO(sinO)f[b?(O,h)]ln(1-cosO)

go(O)----(4rr)-•

drrelml(•ø-*-r)F
m(o')

dh

or

Interchangingthe ordersof p and rr integrationand performingthe p integrationyields

g(b•)
= (4rr)-1
fs d•l(•)f(b•)ln
(1-•.•)(44a)
(1)

Settingrr = In ctn(•/2) in thisintegralgives

Every point •. on S(1) is the north pole of a spherical
shows how to calculateg
everywhereon S (b) when f is known there. In other

1l f0•d•(sin•)fm
(•O)
g•(o)-- 21m

on
S(b).ifSince
0,augmented
theintegral
will
be
unchanged
ln(1(__œ!b
? •)=is
by in
any(44a)
additive
con-

g•(o)- -(21m
I)-•f • do-e-lm(*-r)lFm
(o') (43d)
coordinatesystem, so (44a)

words,-(4rr)-•ln(1-?.•) is the Green'sfunctionfor V•2

ImIsgn(•-0)

ß tan(O/2)

(43e)

tan(•/2)

stant.

Therefore

g(b•)
--(4rr)-•fs
d,,l
(•)f(b•)G
(•.•) (44b)
(1)

wheresgnx - x/
For m-O,

where

(43e) is useless,but the generalsolutionof

G(tz) -- ln[(1-tz)/2l + 1

(41c) can be written in the form

(44c)

The reasonfor adding1-ln2 to ln(1-•.•) is that now if •
is fixed, then as a function of •, G (•.•) averages0 on

2g0(0)
-where A and B are constants of integration. For this

S(1). Thenif (f)b;z•0, f andf--(f)b givethe same

solution,

result in (44b). Thereforethe g (hi) in (44b) is the same

20rgo
=f 2 do-Fo(o-)
- f røø
do-Fo(o
-)+B
If (41a)is to havea solution
g, f mustsatisfy
(f)0= 0.
By (43a) this is equivalentto

3.4. Helmholtz's Theoremon Spheres

For a sphericalsurfaceS (b), Helmholtz'stheoremis as
follows:let Vs be a tangentvector field on S (b). Then

f 2 do'Fo(o-)
=0
Since Orgo=0 at r= ___oo,therefore B=0.

astheoneobtained
from(40J),evenwhen
(f)0;• 0.

The constant

there is a unique consoidalfield

v•, = •' lg

A mustbedetermined
fromthecondition
(g)0= 0, which
requires

(45a)

and a unique toroidal field

f2dr(sechr)2g0
=0
and hence

v r - A lh

(45b)

v = v• + Vr

(45c)

such that on S (b)

A=- f2 do'Fo(o-)ln
coshoTherefore,with r = In ctn(0/2),

The potential g and the stream function h are determined
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by Vs up to arbitrary additive constants. If these constants part of v, ve is its consoidal part, and Vr is its toroidal
part. If g and h satisfy(47b), they will be calledthe priare specifiedby requiring
mary consoidal and toroidal scalarsfor v, and f,g,h
will
(45d)
/g}b----{h}b
----0
be called the primary Helmholtz scalarsfor v. If v is given
throughout a spherical shell S(a,c), then it has a
then g and h are given by

g----Vi-2(•'l'Vs)

Helmholtz representation(47a) on each S (r) in S (a ,c),
(45e) and the primary scalarsf, g, h are uniquely determined in

h=Vi-2(A•.vs)

(45J) S(a,c). If g and h are not requiredto satisfy
(g)r=(h)r•Oin S(a,c),theyareunique
onlyuptoarbi(re andVr arecalled
theconsoidal
andtoroidal
partsof traryadditive
functions
ofr.
rs, andtheg andh of (45e)and(45J)willbecalled
the Oneadvantage
of (47a)over(31c)isthatin (31c)both
primaryconsoidaland toroidalscalarsfor Vs).
To provethe uniquenessof ve andv r and derive (45e)
and (45J), supposethatve andv r are vectorfieldssatisfying (45a)--(45c) on S(b). Then Vs=V•g+A•h.
By
(38c), V•- A•h -- 0, so

V •2g__•, • . Vs

(45g)

Accordingto fact 2 about (41a), equation (45g) determinesg on $ (b) to within an arbitraryadditiveconstant.
Therefore ve=V•g
is completely determined by %.
Hence so is Vr = Vs- re. Moreover, if g satisfies(45d),
then it is given by (45e). By (38d), A•.Vlg=0,
so
A•.vs=A•.A•h.
By(38e),

V •h = A• ßVs

Vo and vx will usually be singular at 0= 0 and rr, while

f,g, and h in (47a) have no singularitiesexcept those
producedby v itself. Another advantageof (47a) is that
its form is invariant under rigid rotations about 0, so it can
be used to separate radial and angular variables in vector
partial differential equations, for example, in low-

frequencyseismology[Pekerisand Jarosch,!958; Backus,
1967;PhinneyandBurridge,1973]. To use (47a) in vector
analysisin a sphericalshell S (a ,c), one needs to know
how to computethe divergenceand curl of v on S (a ,c) in
terms of f,g

V ßV-" (Vr•'M+rlV)' (•'Vr"['¾
S)
-" Vrllr + r-iVi ß(•Vr)+ r-iVi'Vs

(45h)

Thus h is determined to within an additive constant, and

But V•. (?Vr)= (V •'?)Vr= 2Vrso

if h satisfies(45d), then it is givenby (45f).

V .v = VrVr + 2r-iVr + r-iVi 'rs

It remains to prove that when Vs is given one can

alwaysfind vector fieldsve and Vr which satisfy(45a)-(45c). Accordingto (39e) and (39f),

(V •.Vs)0
= (A,'vs)0
- 0

and h. The divergenceis easy:

But Vr=f and Vl'Vs

= V•g, so,

finally,

•' ßV -- r-2[•'r (r2f )+V•2(rg)]

(46a)

for every tangent-vectorfieldVs on S (b). Therefore,if f
is either Vl.Vs or Al'vs, (41d) holds, so (41a) can be

= V1. (Vlg+Alh)

(47c)

(47d)

The curl turns out to be

(47e)

solved. Therefore it-is possible to find a solution h of

(45h). Then A•.(vs-A•h)
-- A•.vs-A•.A•h--O
on
S (b) becauseof (38e). But S (b) is simplyconnected,so
Vs- A •h is irrotationalon S (b). Thereforeit is consoidal.

where

It is of some interest to observethat a consoidalfield ve
and a toroidal field Vr are "mean-orthogonal"in the sense
that

(ve.vr}o= 0

f-

(47J)

• -" --r-lVr (rh)

(47g)

• -"r-1[•r (rg)+{f)r--f]

(47h)

(46b) To prove(47e)--(47h), notefirstthat

The reason is that ve'vr -- V•g.A•h = V•. (gAsh)
becauseof (38c). Then (46b) followsfrom (46a).
It is an immediate consequenceof Helmholtz's theorem

•' x Of) -- -? x •'f = -r-•A•f = -A• (r-•f)
Then

that if v is any vectorfield on the sphericalsurfaceS (b),
there is a unique scalarfield f, a unique consoidalvector

•' X •'lg -- V X•'s(rg) -' •' x (•'--?•r)(rg)
-- •' X {• [--•'r (rg)]}---Ai[r-iVr (rg)]

fieldve - V lg, anda uniquetoroidalvectorfieldv r - A •h
on $ (b) such that

Thus

v = •f + ve +' v r

(47a)

Clearly, f-Vr,
so the scalar f is unique and Vs =
ve +vt. If the consoidaland toroidal scalarsg and h are
required to satisfy

V x (•f+V•g) -- A•{r-•[Vr (rg)-f]}

Since
r-l(f)rdepends
only
onr, A•{r-l(f)r}
= 0,SO
•' x (•f+•'lg)=

{g)b= {h)b= 0
then they also are unique and are given by

•'1•

(47b) whereh isgivenby(47h).Finally,
(45e) and
V x A•h = (Vr?M+r-IV1)X
A•h

(45f). Otherwise,
g andh areuniqueonlyup to arbitrary

= •r (-•lh)+
additive constants. Equation (47a) will be called the
Helmholtz representationfor v on S(b); ?f is the radial By (32c), (32d),and (38b),

r-l•l X A•h

(470
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V x A •h = •? + V•g

(47j)

withf andg givenby (47fi and(47g).
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The presentreviewtreatsvectorfieldsB solenoidalin a
sphericalball B (c) or a sphericalshellS (a ,c). Gauss's
theorem in R 3 shows that a vector field is solenoidal in

Theterm
(f)r in(47h)contributes
nothing
toAi• andB (c) if and only if it satisfies(49a) there. In S (a ,c) the

is includedthere only to insurethat whenf,g, h are the situationis slightlymore complicated.S(a,c) contains
two kinds of edgelesscompactsurfaces:completeand parif a (r (c), thenf, •, h are the primary
tial boundaries. A complete boundaryis a surfaceS in

primary
Helmholtz
scalars
for
vinS(a,c)
(i.e.,

Scalars
for V xv in S(a,c) (i.e.,l•),=(h),= 0 if

S(a,c) which doesnot envelopeS(a); S is the whole
In fact, if f,g, h are the primaryscalarsfor boundarysurface0 U of someopensubsefU of S (a ,c).
v, then
A partial boundaryis a surfaceS which does envelope
S (a); S (a ,c) containsan open subsetU whoseboundary
(f)r --(•)r --(•)r -- 0
(47k) surface 0 U consistsOf S and S (a) together. All the
for eachS(r) in S(a,c). Theextracondition
(f)•-- 0 spheresS (r) in S (a ,c) are partialboundaries.If a vector
ariseshere from takinga curl; in (47a) it is not generally field B in S(a,c) satisfies(49a) there, then by Gauss's
theorem in R 3 the flux of B out of every completeboundtobeexpected
that(f)• = 0.
To prove (47k), one must invoke three trivial conse- ary surfacevanishes,and the flux of B out of everypartial
a ( r (c).

quences
of thedefinition
of (g)• for a scalar
fieldg on boundary
surface
is 4qra•(B•)•.Therefore,
the field
B-•(Br)a
(a2/r
2)issolenoidal
inS(a,c). A vector
fieldB
is solenoidalin S(a ,c) if and only if it satisfies(49a)
((g)r)r
•(g)r
(48a) there and also

S (a ,c). For everyr in a ( r ( c,

and

(Br)
a= 0

(49b)

Every B satisfying(49a) in S(a,c) is the sum of a
and if F is a scalarfunction of r alone, then

(Fg)r---F(rXg)r

solenoidal field and a constant multiple of the monopole

(48c)

field • r -2.

If A is any vector field in an open set U, V x A is

Applying (48a) and (48b) to (47h), one finds solenoidalin U, as can be seen from Stokes'theorem in
R3.
r-l•r (rg))r-•r-l•r [r(g)rl. This vanishesbecause

The converse,that everyB solenoidalin U is V x A
is well known and easyto prove if
U
=
R
3
or
if
U
is
a
very
smallball [Phillips,1946, pp. 104:.
A similar
argument

g}r• 0 f'01:
a < r < c. Then
by(48a)
and(48c),
(fi)r--0for somevectorfield A,

precisely
because
(47h)includes
lf)r.

shows
(•)r--0in (47g).That(fir--0 follows
fromthe and 196], but is not completelytrivial for
(•' •h)r• 0

U--S(a,c).

The fact that a solenoidalfield in a sphericalball or shell
has a Mie representationwill prove this conversewhen U

identity

(48d) is R 3, a ball, or a shell.

a consequence
of (46a)andalreadynotedas (41d).
Equations(48a)--(48d) lead to a resultwhichwill be 4.1. ToroidalandPoloidalFieldsin S (a ,c) andB (c)
usefullater, in the studyof (47e) whenV. v--0. If g is a

A vector field Q in S(a,c) or B(c) will be called
"toroidal"if there is a scalarfield Q in S (a ,c) suchthat

scalarfield in S (a ,c), then for everyr in a < r < c

(V2g)r---'-V2(g)r

(48e)

The proofsimplyapplies(48b)--(48d) to the identity
r2• '2• rVr2r + V?

(48j)

Q = A 1Q

(50a)

Q is called a toroidal scalarfor Q. Since (50a) can be
written as

obtainedfrom (40fl.

Q = -V' x (rQ)

(50b)

Q is solenoidal. Equation (50b) also shows that the
apparentsingularityin Q at r= 0, suggestedby (50a), is
not real. If Q is a scalarfield in B (c) whichis analyticat
A surfaceS in R3 will be called"edgelesg'if it has no r--0 or is N timescontinuouslydifferentiablethere, (50b)
boundary
curveOS. Everyedgeless
compact
surface
in R 3 shows that Q is analytic or N-1 times continuously
is a doughnutwith finitelymanyholes[Seifertand Threl- differentiablethere. If Q is a polynomialof degreeL in r,
so is Q.
4. THE MIE REPRESENTATIONOF SOLENOIDAL
FIELDS IN SPHERICALSHELLSAND BALLS

fall, 1947, p.141]. For sucha surface,let fi be the outward unit normal and dA the element of area. If B is a

Equation
(50a)istheHelmholtz
representation
(47a) 0f

vector
fieldonS, itsfluxoutofS isfsdAfl. B.

Q in S (a ,c), so the toroidalscalarof Q is uniquelydeter-

"solenoidar' in U if the flux of B out of S vanishes for

The primary toroidal scalarQ is uniquely determinedfrom
Q by (50a) and the extra condition that for each r in

A vector field B on an open subset U of R s is mined up to addition of an arbitrary function of r alone.

everyedgeless
compactsurfaceS in U. If B is solenoidal
in U, then everywherein U
V.B

= 0

(49a)

a<r<c

(Q)r= 0

(50C)

S (r) in S (a ,c), the primarytoroidal
For example, let On eachseparate
U= S (a ,c), let S = S (b) witha < b < c, andletB = ?r-2. scalarQ for thetoroidalfieldQ canbefoundfromQ by

but the converse can be false.
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0 = •i-:(A•.Q)

(50d)

(Al•'2)i = (•ijkrjOk)OlOi

In B (c), the primarytoroidalscalarvanishesat r = 0.

Then (52b) followsfrom the symmetriesc3•c3•,
= OkOIand

A vectorfieldP onS (a,c) or B (c) is called"poloidal"•ilk

•--•ikl.

if it is the curl of a toroidalfield. If P is poloidal,thereis
a scalar field P such that

P = V' x AlP

4.2. The Existenceand Uniquenessof the Mie
Representationin a SphericalShell

(51a)

The Mie representationtheorem assertsthat if B is any

or, equivalently,

solenoidalvector field in the sphericalshell S (a ,c) or the
P = V' x (r x V'P)
(5lb) ball B (c), there are unique poloidaland toroidal vector
P is calleda poloidalscalarfor P. As with toroidalfields, fieldsP andQ in S (a ,c) or B (c) suchthat there

(5lb) showsthat the apparentsingularityin P at r=0 is

B -- P + Q

not real. If P is analytic or N times continuously

(53a)

differentiable
at r = 0, P is analyticor N-2 timescontinu- The vector fields P and Q are called the poloidal and
ouslydiffercntiablethere. If P is a polynomialof degree toroidal parts of B. Any poloidal scalar for P is called a
poloidalscalarfor B, and any toroidal scalarfor Q is called

L in r, P is a polynomialof degreeL-1.

If P is a poloidalscalarfor the poloidalfieldP, andF is a toroidal scalar for B. The primary scalarsfor P and Q
a functionof r alone, (51a) showsthat P+F is a poloidal are called primary scalarsfor B.
To prove the uniquenessof P and Q, note that (53a)
scalar
for P. ThusP-(P)r is a poloidal
scalar
for P.
implies

Therefore P alwayshas a poloidal scalarwhich satisfies

=0

B = ?(r-lV•2P) - •'l[r-lVr(rP)]

(Sic)

+ A1Q

(53b)

in S(a,c) or B(c). Such a scalaris calleda primary whereP andQ are given by (51a) and (50a). Therefore,
pol0idal scalarfor P. At r= 0, a primary poloidalscalar any poloidaland toroidal scalarsfor B satisfy
vanishes.

From (47e) and (47h), the Helmholtz representation
(47a) of a poloidalfieldP in S (a ,c) is seento be

P = ?(r-IW•P) - •'l[r-lWr(rP)]

(51d)

If P isa primary
poloidal
scalar
forP,then
(r-lWr
(rP)2rIf

= 0, so-r-lWr (rP) is the primaryconsoidal
scalarfor r;
moreover,from (51d),

V •2p= rBr

(53c)

•'?[r-l•'r (rP)] = --•'1' BS

(53d)

W•2Q= A i' Bs

(53e)

alsoB=Pq-Q' with P'=•'

x AlP' and Q'=A1Q', then

P' and Q' satisfy(53c) and (53e), so V•2(P-P')=O and
V•2(Q_Q,)= O. ThereforeP-P' and Q-Q' are functions

(51e) of r alone.ThenAlP'= A1PandA1Q'= A1Q,soP'= P

P -- Vi-2(rPr)

and Q'= Q.
If P and Q are the primary poloidal and toroidal scalars

and

Wr (rP) = -Wi-2(rVl . Ps)

(51J)

where Pr=?'P and Ps=P-?Pr. Therefore a poloidal
field P has exactly one primary poloidalscalarP. This
scalarprovidesvia (51d) the primaryconsoidalscalarfor

forB, then(P)r ----(r-l•r (rP))r-- (O)r -- 0, so(53c)-(53e) imply

the Helmholtz representationof P. If a field P is known

to be poloidalin S (a ,c), but its valuesareknownonlyon
one sphericalsurfaceS (b) in S (a ,c), then on S (b) the
primarypoloidalscalarP andits radialderivativeV rP can
be calculatedusing(51e) and (51J).
By definition,the curl of a toroidalfield is poloidal. It is
a usefulfact aboutspheresthat the curl of a poloi,
dal field
is toroidal. Indeed,for anyscalarfieldP,
V' x (V' x AlP) = -Ai(W2P)

(52a)

P = Wi-2(rBr)

(53J)

V r (rP)= -Wi-2(r•'l 'Bs)

(53g)

Q = Vi-2(Ai'Bs)

(53h)

If B is known to be solenoidalin S (a,c), but its values

are knownonly on one sphereS (b) in S (a ,c), then on
S (b) its primary poloidal scalar P, its primary toroidal

scalarQ, and the radialderivativeWrP can be calculated
from B on S (b) via (53J)-(53h). Then on S (b) the
toroidaland poloidalpartsof B canbe foundfrom (50a)
and (51d).

To provethe existenceof a Mie representation
(53a)
This can be seenfrom (51d), (47e)--(47g), and (48J). It
for
an
arbitrary
solenoidal
field
B
in
S
(a
,c),
write
out
the
can alsobe derivedsimplyby notingthat V'. AlP= 0, so
Helmholtz
representation
of
B
in
S
(a
,c),
V' x (V' x AlP) = -W2(A1P). Then (52a) followsfrom
the operatoridentity
B = •f + •'lg + A lh
(54a)
V2A1 = A 1W2

(52b) f, g, and h beingthe primaryHelmholtzscalarsfor B

This identityis easilyverifiedin Cartesiancoordinates,
since

(V2A•)•= •
and

(•,r•O•) = (•,r•O•,)O•O•
+ 2•,•,•,

(i.e.,
(•t•--)(h)r--0
ifa<r<c).
Define
the
scalar
field
,c by

Q in

Q= h

(54b)

SinceB is solenoidal,
(rf} r = 0 for eachS (r) in S (a ,c), so
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Next, it will be shown that if B is a vector polynomial
it is possible
to definea scalarfieldP in S (a ,c) by requirof degree L in r, then so are its poloidal and toroidal
ing that on eachS (r)

P = Vi-2(rf)

(54c)

Then f = r-lV12p. From (54a) and (47d), rV. B =
r-IV r (r2f) + V•g ---- r-l• r (r• 12P) + •12g -•[r-lVr(rP)+g].
Since •'.B=0
in S(a,c),
r-lW (rP)+g

is

r

-

a

function of

r

parts, P and Q. Clearly, r.B

is a scalar polynomial of

degree
L+I, andhencesoisP--•i-•(r.B).

ButthenP

= •' x (rx•'P)
is a vector polynomial of degree L.
Also, evidentlyA l'B=r' (•' x B) is a scalarpolynomial

of degree L.

Hence so is Q=Vi-2(A1.B).

Then

But Q = r x •' Q is a vectorpolynomialof degreeL.

alone.

differentiability
andanalyticity
ofP andQ, it
-l•r (rP))r
---0 and(g)r-•0, sog-•-r-l•r (rP). There- To discuss

re (54a) has exactlythe form (53b), with P given by
(54c) and Q by (54b). Thus B--P+Q,
where
P=•' x AlP andQ=A1Q.
The Mie representationtheorem now makes clear that
the torotrialfields are preciselythe solenoidalfields which
have no radial component,and the poloidalfields are the
solenoidal fields whose curl is without radial component.

sufficesto discussP and Q and then to appealto (50b)

and(5lb). To obtaina Taylorseriesor convergent
infinite
seriesfor P or Q from sucha seriesfor B, it sufficesto
show that a bounded remainder term in the series for B

provides a bounded remainder term in the series for P
and Q. The remainder terms for P and Q are given in

terms
of those
forB by(53J)and(53h).Suppose
(f)b= 0

and on S (b) g = • i-2f. Then, because
4.3. The Mie Representationin a Ball

()-lfs dA()lln(1-e.?)l--In2
(1)

If B is solenoidalin the ball B (c), section4.2 produces (44a) implies
a Mie representation
B=P+Q in the shellS(O,c), which
is B(c)

with 0 removed.

Ig(b•)l •< (ln2)max{lf(bP)l'? in S(1)}

It is conceivable that the

(55e)

polotrial
andtOrotrial
partsof B, i.e.,P andQ, mightbe for every unit vector•. Therefore if powerseriesin r are
singularat r = 0; the presentsubsection
will showthat this truncatedat any fixed order rs , the maximum absolute
does not happen.

values of the remainder terms in the power series for P

First it will be shownthat if PL(r) is a scalarpolynomial and Q on S (b) are no more than In 2 timesthe maximum

of degree
L inr forwhich
(PL)r
= 0 when0< r < c, then

absolute values of the remainder terms in the power series

(hl)r-• r'{ht)l

times continuouslydifferenttable. Then P is N times and

W i-2pcis the samesortof polynomial.Let sPt denotethe for rBr and A1 'Bs, respectively. It follows that if B is
set of homogeneous
scalarpolynomials
of degree1 in r. If analytic at r--0, so are P and Q, and hence so are P and
hi is in sPt,
Q. If B is N times continuously
differenttableat r= 0,
then so is r. B-- rBr, while A1. B- r. (•' x B) is N- 1

(55a)

Furthermore [Hobson,1931, p. 147], there are unique Q is N-1 times continuouslydifferenttable,so P -- •' x
solid sphericalharmonic polynomialsfit' of degree 1' for (r x •'P) and Q=r x •'Q are both N-2 times continul'= t,1-2,1-4,...,

such that

ously differenttableat r-- 0.

1//21

hI (r) •-•E r2n•l-2n
(r)
n,=O

(55b) 4.4. Comparisonof theMie and GaussRepresentations

where[x] means
thelargest
integer
•<x. If (hi)r:0 for

Supposethat in S (a ,c) the field B is both irrotational

0< r < c, there is no termfl0 in (55b), so the sum runs and solenoidal. Then in S (a ,c) it has a Mie representafrom n=0 to n= [(1-1)/2].

Then

tion

[(/- 1)/21

Vi-2l (r)------ Y. (l--2n)-l(l+ l--2n)-lr2nfll_2n(r) (55c)

B = •' x AlP + A1Q

(56a)

and a Gauss representation

SO• i-2hlis alsoin SPl.
If PL(r) is an arbitrarypolynomialof degreeL in r,
there are homogeneouspolynomialshi in SPlsuchthat
L

PL(l') • Eht

Then

!--o
L

B = -•'q•

How are the scalarfields P, Q, and q• related? To simplify the discussion,assumethat P and Q are the primary
polotrialand torotrialscalarfields for B, so for each S (r)
in S (a ,c)

(P)r•- (O)r-" 0

(PL)r
•-•• rt(ht)l

(56b)

(56c)

1=0

Notealsothatsince
B is solenoidal,
{Br)r
= 0 forallr in
soif (PL)r
•-•0 for 0<r < c, it follows
that(hi)r•-•0 for a <r < c. Then(Vr$)r=0,SOVr($)r=O,
SO($)risa
l= 0, 1,...,L. Thus •i-2hl can be calculated
from (55c), constant,
independent
of r, B=-•' (•-($)r), andit isno
lossof generalityto assumein (56b) that for a < r < c

and

L

Vi"2pL= E Vi"2hl
b=l

(55d)

(q-/)r-0

•56d)

Therefore•i-2pL is indeeda scalarpolynomial
of degree The unique$ whichsatisfies(56b) and (56d) will be called
Linr.

the primary scalarpotential for B.
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To compareP, Q, and 0, write (56a) and (56b) in
Helmholtz form:

B -- •(r-•Vl•P) - •'l[r-lVr (rP)] + A•Q

B -- -? (•'r q./)-- V 1(f-lq/)

(57a) tion, and the details seem to have appeared first in the
(57b) workby Backus[1958].

In both equationsthe Helmholtz scalarsare primary, and
hence uniquely determined by those equations. Therefore
in S (a ,c)

q-/= •'r (re)

P -- -Vi-2(rVr0)
Q-- 0

•'-B--•.B-- 0 andB satisfies(59), thenB is toroidal. The
first rigorousproof of (53a) without (59) becamepossible
with Hodge's [1952] proof of the Helmholtz representa-

For spheres,a secondproof of (53a) can be based on

thecompleteness
of the scalar
andvectorspherical
harmonics, i.e., on the theory of representationsof the rota-

tion group. The proof via Helmholtz (Hodge) theory has
(57c) the advantagethat it generalizesto surfaceswhich are only

(57d)

topologicallyspherical,like the core-mantle boundary.
5. SOURCESOF THE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD

(57e)

A nonzero toroidal field cannot be irrotational.
field which is both irrotational and solenoidal

A vector
is both a

poloidal field and a potential field. It will be called a
vacuum field.

Equation (56b) expressesonly the condition•' x B--0
in S (a ,c). It is alsotrue that •'. B--0, so

V20 = 0

(58a)

5.1. The Pre-Maxwell Approximation

The length and time scales of interest in main field
geomagnetismare adequatelytreated by the pre-Maxwell
approximation, which neglects displacement current and
the current carried by advection of net volume charge in
moving fluids. The magneticfield B at each instantis pro-

duced
by a solenoidal
distribution
•D of neutral
electric
current.

This total current consists of the neutral conducTherefore,if {fl?t,...,fltqis anybasisfor the spaceof/th
tion
current
distributionj D and a net volume-averaged
degreeharmonic
homogeneous
polynomials
(solidspheri-

cal harmonics),thereare scalarconstants
gf' and hi" such current due to the current dipoles in individual atoms
[Pano•kyand Phillips,1955, pp. 119-122]. This latter is
that in S (a ,c)

O(r•)--a •
I=l

gln(a/r)t+•
+ hln(r/a)tflfn(•)

(58b)

m=-I

describedby M, the volume density of atomic current
dipoles,or the magneticpolarizationdensity;M includes
both permanent(remanent)and inducedmagnetization.
From a mathematical point of view, the total pre-

Thecondition
(Br)a--0justifies
omitting
theterml--0 in Maxwellneutralcurrentdistribution
,]D cannotbe chosen
(58b). If thefir' are Schmidtseminormalized
realpolyno- arbitrarily.
A
vector
distribution
,]D
iseligible
tomodel
a
mials obtainedfrom one sphericalcoordinatesystemas in
method1 of section3.3, the coefficients
gf' and hi" are the
usual internal and external Gauss coefficients of the

pre-Maxwell electriccurrent only if it satisfiestwo condi-

tions: throughout
R3

•,. jD __-0

geomagneticfield.

Equation(56a) expresses
only the conditions
•'. B--0

(60a)

in the senseof distributiontheory [Schwartz,
1950];and

and
(ABlr•
--0.The
additional
condition
•'xB-0gives
sufficiently
regularin R 3 thatthe volumeintegral

•' x

rapidlyand be
- A•(• 2P)-- 0. In thisequation,
Q and-• •P }D mustvanishat infinitysufficiently

are the primary poloidaland toroidal scalarrespectively
(see (48e)), so they are uniquely determinedand must
vanishin S (a ,c). That Q--0 in S (a ,c) has beennoted
alreadyfrom (57a,b). The new informationis that in existsand vanishesas ]r]--,oo. Then the magneticfieldB
S (a ,c)
produced
by •D is B--•' x A. Because
of (60a),

4qr/x•lA
(1
')--fR3dV(s)jD
(s)
Ir-s
1-1 (60b)

•P--

0

(58c)

Therefore P has a harmonicexpansionlike (58b). In fact,
the expansionfor P in terms of the Gauss coefficientsof
B can be obtained immediately from (58b), (57d), and
(42e). It is

P(r•) -- a •

A -- 0 and

•'. B -- 0

(62a)

•' x B = •z

(62b)

The present review considers a more restricted class of

currentdistributions.It will be assumed
that,]D vanishes
outsidesomelarges•phere(whichincludesthe wholesolar
system)andthat,] hasno s•ngularlt•es
worsethansur-

l-•gln(a/r)•+•

/--1

•'.

m=-I

facecurrents
•s (rl•),...,•s(r,•) on a finitenumber
of

sphericalsurfacesS (r 1),..., S (r,).
- (l+1)-•hln(r/a)t]fif'(•)
(58d)

Thus

N

Some studentsof the historyof (56a) might objectto
callingit the Mie representation.Mie [1908] provedit

•D _--• + • •S(r,?)$(r--r,)

(62)

n=l

only under the additional hypothesisthat there is a con- where] is an ordinary
vectorfieldin R3 and$ istheDirac
delta function. S (r•) will be the surfaceof the earth. The

stant k such that

•

in S (a,c).

+/•

-- 0

(59)

Lamb [1881] had already proved that if

surface
current
thereisis ___?x M, M being
thecrustal
magnetizationjust belowS (r•). A secondsurfacecurrent
may be on S(r2), the bottomof the magnetizedpart of
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thecrust;
thissurface
current
isjs _ f x M, where
M is
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5.2. The Direct Geomagnetic
SourceProblem

the crustalmagnetizationjust above S(r2). A third surface current may be on S (r4), with r4-r3 a few hundred

Sincethe volumecurrentJ is solenoidal
in anyshellnot

kilometers. This surface current is a pure conduction containing surface current, in that shell it has a Mie
current js representingthe ionosphere. The "surface representation

currents"on S(r4) and S(r2) are really volume currents

/x0J= V x A n• + A •0

(65a)

/x0•= •r-lV•.• -- Vl[r-lVr (r.•)]+ A10

(65b)

distributed over spherical shells of finite thickness and are
modeled as surface currents only in problems unaffected and on eachS (r) a resultingHelmholtz representation
by the details of their internal structure. Except for these

surfacecurrents,
•o consists
entirelyof the volume

currentj. OutsideS (r3), J is a pureconduction
current On any surfaceS (rn) carryingsurfacecurrent,that surface
J. In S(r2,r3),J -- J + •' x M, whereJ is the induced current has a Helmholtz representation
conductioncurrent (if any) andM is the crustalmagneti-

~S

js = v'•s + A•q

zation.

Thejo of (62)satisfies
(60a)if andonlyif thevolumeIt

and surface currents satisfy the following conditions: in

R 3,

V'. J = 0

(63a)

and on eachS (rn),

~S

will be assumed that .•, O,p , •

(65c)
S

are the primary

scalars,i.e., that they averageto 0 on every S (r) where

they
defined.
If •roe
in
(62)istosatisfy
(60a),thescalars
.•, •, .•.sos
are not independent. Equations(63c), (65b), and (65c)
imply

•. js _- 0

(63b)

and

++

s= 0

on eachS (r•). But V•2 operates
on eachS (r) separately,

V's'js + •. [j]_+= 0

--V•[ps]_
+,and
V•([•]_+
+?)=
(63c) so[V•.•]_+

Here [J]_+
= J+-J- andJ+0-) is thevalueof thevolume
currentj just outside(inside)S (rn).

If jo hasthe form (62), the conditions
(61) are
equivalentto the following:
V'. B -- 0

p_s= _ D
on each S (r,).

0onS(r•).
(65a)

This argumentcan be appliedalso to any

S (r) where there is no surface current, and shows that .•
(64a)

and

•' x B -- •o]

Since
also
([• ]_+
+ .• }r•= 0, therefore

iscontinuous
across
sucha sphere.
In conclusion,
if jo is
to satisfy(60a),the• and•s canbe chosen
arbitrarily,
but .• must be continuousexcept acrossspherescarrying

(64b) surface
current,
andonsuch
spheres,
.•smustbegiven
by

in R 3, andon eachS (rn)
•' [B12-- 0

(64c)

Another way to view the foregoing results is to define
two scalar distributions in R 3.

and

~O

p = p

rAx [B]_
+ = g ,is

(64d)

(66a)

N

~D= 0 + •
q

This section considers the purely mathematical ques-

(rn•)8(r-rn)

(66b)

n=l

~S
tionsof computing
B froma known
jo andviceversa.
Computing
B fromjo willbecalled
thedirectgeomag-Here.•, 0, andq are ordinaryfunctionson R3, R3, and
neticsource
problem,
andcomputing
jo fromB willbe S (rn), respectively;.• and 0 are the poloidaland toroidal
forJ in R3 andOs arethetoroidal
scalars
forthe
called the inverse sourceproblem. Equations(64b) and scalars

(64d) trivially solve the inverse problem if B is known
everywhere. The inverse problem becomes interesting
and useful when measurementsof B are available on only
one or two spherical surfaces.

TheMierepresentations
ofB andjo areusefulin both
the direct and the inverse problem. In the direct problem,
these representations circumvent the analytical and

numerical awkwardnessof evaluatingthe integral (60b).
The inverse problem was solved by Gauss, as far as it is
soluble, when B is known on only one sphereS (c) and

Jr = 0 on S(c) [Chapmanand Barrels,1940]. The Mie
representation will make it possible to extend Gauss's

surface
currents
in js. Thenthecurrentdistribution
(62)
is given by

jo = V' x An•ø + A•0ø

(66c)

the differentiationsbeing defined as in distribution theory
[Schwartz,1950]. The poloidal current scalaris an ordi-

nary function,continuousexcepton the S (rn) wherethere
are surface currents. The toroidal current scalar is a possi-

bly discontinuous ordinary function plus some singular
functions whose radial dependence includes delta functions of radius.

To findthemagnetic
fieldB fromj o represent
B in
terms of its primary poloidal and toroidal scalars, P and

inverseresult to the caseJr ;• 0 on S (c) and to the case
Q, in the Mie form (56a) and the corresponding
that B is measured on two spheres instead of one (for
Helmholtz form (57a), both forms being valid throughout
example, the surface of the earth and a sphere above the
R 3. Then
ionosphere where good satellite coverage is available).
The direct problem will be considered first

V x B = V x A•Q - Ai(VaP)
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and
(Q)r
=(V2P)r
= 0forevery
r, soQand-V2P
arethen
(69a)
amd
(69b)
can
besummarized
inthesingle
the primarypoloidal
andtoroidalscalars
for •' x B. Then equation
(64b) and (65a) imply

(67)
and

q(r•)=
•

l--1 m=-l

(r)fl/n(•) (69d)

~D

whereq is the distribution
(66b), the toroidalscalardis-

W2P = -0

(68a) tribution
for •D. The poloidal
magnetic
scalar
P is the
electrostaticfield produced by the charge distribution
in R 3. Furthermore, on any S(rn) carrying surface (69d),so[Panofiky
andPhillips,
1955]in R3

current,0-- r. [B]2 = [V •P]2 = V • [P]2, so

oo

[P]_+= 0

(68b)

P(r?)=•,
l--1

Also, on anyS (rn),

l

•

P[n(r)flln(•)

(70a)

m=-l

where

?x [B]_
+ -•'•[Q]--+ A•[r-•W (rP)]-+ = tz

pin(r) =

~S

sofrom(65c),- [Q]_+-- ps and- [r-•Wr(rP)]2= q .
Because
of (65d),the equation
for •s is [Q]_+=
•0]_
+,
which is alreadyimpliedby (67). However,the equation

forOs isnew.It canbewritten
as
~S

1
yo
'øds(rAs)21+
1oiDm
(S)(70b)
(21+
l)rl+•
$1-1

In (70b), rAs is the smallerof r and s.
One applicationof (70b) is a very simple proof of
Runcorn's theorem, that the magnetization induced in a

shellS(re,r3) by sourcesinsideS fie) producesno firstordermagneticfieldoutside$ (r3) if the magneticpermeability of the shelldependsonly on r, not ?. The magneti-

[VrP]__
+ + r-•[P]_.
+ = -q
or, on accountof (68b), as

zationM in sucha shell is given by/z0M=EB, where, by
hypothesis,E dependson r but not ?. Correct to first
In additionto equation(68a) in R 3 and to boundary order in E, M can be calculatedfrom the B0 producedby
conditions(68b) and (68c) acrossthe sphereswith surface the sourcesinside S(re) alone. Then outsideS(re),
current,the poloidalmagneticscalarP satisfiesa condition B0=V x A•P0 and VeP0=0, so it sufficesto consider
at infinity. Sinceall the sourcecurrentsare containedin a separatelyeach multipolarfield P0= r-t-)•/n(•). Since

[WrP]_
+ = -Os

(68c)

finite sphere,r3Bris boundedas r•oo. Therefore,(53e) /z0M=EV x A•P0,sucha source
givesin S (re,r3)
and (55e) imply that

rep is bounded as r--•oo

laoM= ?(Er-•ViZPo)
+ • l [lEr-l-2fl[n(•)]

(68d)
and

Equations(68) showthat the poloidalmagneticscalarP
can be computedas the electrostaticpotentialproducedby

/zo• x M = (0,E)?x B + EV' x B

thecharge
distribution
0D of (66b).Thischarge
distribu-SO
tion hasa volumedensityof charge0 in R 3 and surface

densities
of charge
Os onthespheres
S(rn). Equations
(68a)--(68c)

tzoVx M= ([JrE
)Al [lr-l-efl[n(•
)]-EAl (•ePo)

are summarized
by the single distribution
~D

ButA I(/}rE)=0 andV ePo=O. Thereforethe currentdisequationwepD=_q , wherepD=p, an ordinaryfunc- tribution (62) producedby M is
tion which is continuous but has discontinuous radial
derivativeson the $ (rn). The toroidalelectriccurrentproducesthe poloidalmagneticfield. Even more simply, via
(67), the poloidal electric current producesthe toroidal
magneticfield.

txO
• = Al [l (lJrE)r-l-e•[•)]
and

•0•s : -+-A
llEr-l-e•[n(•)

Giventhe"charge
densities"
0 andOs therearemany
,

ways to calculatethe electrostaticpotentialP which they

produce.
Oneoftheeasiest
istoexpand
0 andOs insur- the minussignon S (r3) andthe plussignon S fie). Thus
in (69c) one has

facespherical
harmonics
fl/n(•).

0(r?)
=•, • 0;
n(r)B/n
(•)
/=1

rn=-l

(69a)

017
(r) : lr-l-eorE

in the shellS (re,r3);

in R 3 and

ql
-Sin'
t r3) =

q (rn?)
= • •,

(rn)B/n0)

(69b)

rj-l-e

on the sphereS (r3); and

1=1 m=-I

on eachS(rn).If thesingular
distribution
•/•m(r)is
defined by
N

qt (r) = •n(r) + •,
n=l

(rn)8(r- rn)

~Sm
ql
(r2) •

r•_l_
3

on the sphereS (re).
Substitutingthese expressionsin (70b) givesPin(r)-0
(69c) when
r>a, as assertedby Runcorn[1975].
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5.3. The InverseProblemfor One and Two Spheres

If B is measuredon a singlesphericalsurfaceS (c),
what can be learned about the current distribution (66c)
which is the source of B ? It will be assumed that S (c)

•2pec__ _q

if r > c

V2P ec-- 0
X7•Ptc-- 0

if r < c
if r > c
~D

V•p•c= _q

if r < c

carries
nosurface
current,
sothat.•z>and0z>areordinary

functions.• and 0 near S (c), and .• is continuous. If Then throughoutR3, p -- pec+p•c and so rOrP •
- rot P•c. Both pec and ptc can be expandedin
S (c) did carry surface current, the following discussion rOrPEC-t
surface
harmonics
asin (69e), andthen throughoutR 3
would have to be applied to a spherejust inside or outside
S (c), dependingon whereB wasmeasured.
Pl•(r) -- (P• )l•(r) + (p•c)l•(r)
As discussedin connection with (53fi--(53h), the

poloidal
andtoroidalpartsof B, i.e.,P andQ, canbothbe and

found
onS(c)if B isknown
everywhere
onS(c). The
poloidalmagneticfield P comesentirely from the toroidal

rOrP[n(r)
= rOr(pec)l,(r)
+ rOr(p•c)l,(r)

currentA•0, and the toroidalmagneticfield Q comes Butfor r•c,

entirely
from
thepoloidal
current
V xA
First considerthe toroidal magneticfield Q--

A •Q and

(72a)

and for r >/c

the correspondingpoloidalcurrent. Since

Q = Vi-•(A•.B)

r

rOr (plc)In___ (l+ 1)(plc)In

(71a)

(72b)

Therefore on S (c)

and

(p• ) [, + (p•c) [, __

p= Q

l (pec)In_ (l-['1)(plc)In= rOrpin

and

(73a)
(73b)

On S(c),P(c•) is known from (5399and OrP(c•) is
known from (53g). ThereforeP/" and rOrP[n are known
therefore from B on S (c) one can recover on S (c) both on S (c), and (73) can be solvedfor (pec)• and (ptc)•.
the poloidalcurrent scalarand the radial componentof the Then Or(pec)l, andOr(ptc)• can be found on S (c) from
plc, andOrPlc canbe foundfrom
poloidal current. This is also the radial component of the (72). Thenpec, OrPEC,

Ixorgr= • •

(71c)

totalcurrent,
since
thetoroidal
current
hasnoradial
corn-(70a)anditsradial
derivative,
pecorp•cbeing
substiponent.
Since
Or.•does
notaffect
Q onS(c),onecannottuted
forP in (70a).Thus
useB onS(c)torecover
Or.•orthetangential
partofthe
pec__•, x A•pec
poloidalcurrent on S (c). The sourceof Q, the toroidal

magnetic
fieldonS (c), is)r, theradialcomponent
of the and

current
crossing
S(c).If either
)r orQ isknown
everywhere on S (c), the other can be calculatedvia (71). For

ptc__
• xA•P
tc

the toroidalpart of B on S(c) the direct and inverse can be found on S(c) by meansof (51d). Therefore,
sourceproblemsare completely
solubleon S (c). The cal- finally,

culation
of•r from
B onS(c)canbemade
simpler
than
(71) by observingthat

txor)r=txor.J--rß(•' x B)= (r x •')'B--Ai'B

on S (c).
It follows that on S (c)

B = pec+ p•c + Q

By contrast, the toroidal current is not completely

recoverablefrom the poloidalmagneticfield P on S (c).

p __pec-I-p•c

(74)

The fieldQ is toroidaland is producedon S (c) entirelyby

The toroidalcurrent,havingno radialcomponent,
does the valuesof the radialcurrentdensity)r on S (c). The
not crossS (c), so the inversesourceproblemis the one fieldspec andptc are poloidal;pec is producedby the
alreadysolvedby Gauss.On S (c), one canfindpe and toroidalcurrentsoutsideS (c), andptc is produced
by the
pt, the partsof P producedby sourcesoutsideS (c) and toroidalcurrentsinsideS (c). If B is knowneverywhere
insideS (c), but one learnsvery little aboutthe sources. on S (c), thenpec,ptc andQ canbe foundeverywhere
on
Gaussdiscussed
this inverseproblemby introducinghar- S (c). Equation(74) generalizes
Gauss'sresultby decommonicscalarpotentials½e and ½t, so that pe___vce posingan arbitrarymagneticfieldB on S (c) into a part
insideS(c) andPt=-V½• outsideS(c); ½e (½t) does pec whosesourcesare outsideS(c), a part ptc whose
not existoutside(inside)S (c).

sourcesare insideS (c), and a partQ whosesourcesare

It will be instructive to reconsider Gauss's inverse on S(c).

sourceproblemusing the Mie representation
for the
As alreadynoted,Q uniquelydetermines
its sources
)r
poloidalfield,P=•' x AlP. Let pec andp•c be the elec- on S(c). As is well knownfrom electrostatic
theory,
trostaticpotentialsproducedby thosepartsof the charge nothingcanbe learnedaboutthe sources0 of pec andptc

density
0v whichare outside
andinsideS(c), respec-fromthevalues
of thosefieldsonS(c), except
thatfor
tively. Thus pea and p•c are continuous,continuouslyeach qtVm(r)in (69d) one recoversthe values of two
differentiable
acrossS (c), vanishat infinity,and satisfy
integrals:
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Lowes[1966]finds (81a) by directintegrationin spherical
oCdr
ri+2
•Dm(r)
= (21+l)d+1(p1c)f'(c)
(75a)
polar coordinates.
and

Concerningcompleteness,
the fact is that for any vector

fieldB on S (c), there are coefficients
,,If', Bf', Cf' such

that on S (c)
c drr-•+1
•Dm(r)
---(2•+
1)C
-/(pœc)f,(c)
(75b)

The foregoing operator argument solves the Gauss
tt•ime/m(•)-[
' Bf'p•m(•)+ C•mQf'(•)] (82)
inverse problem in principle but is poorly adaptedfor prac- B(C•) •- E
i=0 m=--i
tical use with B measured at only finitely many placeson
S (c). In that situation,vector sphericalharmonicsrecom- The coefficientsare given by
mend themselves. Here the most useful types will be the

(1+1)A•'= {r'+:(Py)*.B)•
lB/n
= {r1-'(Pfm)*'
B)a
l (1+1)Cf'= (2•+1)(r-'(Qf')*'B)a

followingvectorfieldson S (0,oo):

p•Im(r) -- r-•-2 [• (1+1)fif' (•)- • 1fir'(•) ]
Pfm(r) -- d-l[-?lfif'(•) - •0•f'(•)]

(76a)
(76b)

(83a)
(83b)
(83c)

O-- Co
ø=0 (note thatPgø =,Q00 = 0). If (82) is
(76c) and Bo
granted,then (83) followfrom (81) andthe orthogonality
Henceforthp/m, pfm, andQf' will be calledvectorspheri- of the different vector spherical harmonics. To prove
cal harmonics whose types are internal poloidal, external (82), onemustshowthat if B is orthogonal
to all the vecpoloidal, and toroidal, respectively. The scalarfield fir' is tor sphericalharmonicson S(c), then B vanisheson
a scalar sphericalharmonic of degree 1, and in what fol- S (c). To showthis, write B in primaryHelmholtzform
lows it will be supposedthat {fi?i,...,fi/} are mutually on S (c) as
Qf'(r) = dAlfi/n(•)

orthogonaland Schmidtseminormalized. That is,

( (B/")*fii'•i
= (2•+1)-l•mn

(77)

B:

•f + •lg

+ Aih

Then it is easy to verify that

These vector harmonics arise naturally in the Mie
representation because

(r/+2(P]m)*'B)c
-- (l+1)c-'[((13[")*f)c
+ 1(([3[n)*g)c
]
(p/m),.
a)c= [--(½/n)*f)c
+
½D*g)c
]
(r-' (Q/n)*.
a)c=

V x A1[r-/-lfi/n(•)] - -Ip/Im(r)

(78a)

V x Al[rtfi/n(•)] = (1+1)P•(r)

(78b)

Ai [dflf'(•)] - Qf'(r)

(78c)

If all the inner products on the left vanish, so do

The internal poloidal vector harmonics have been studied

m)*f)c, (([3[n)*g)c
(([3•
and(½D*h)c,whence
f =g=h
= 0 andB= 0. Notethat,400
= 0 if andonlyif(Br)c
= O.

by Lowes [1966] in connectionwith analysisof geomagFrom the foregoing,it follows that if the geomagnetic
netic data, becausethey also satisfythe first of the follow- field B -- p•c +p1c +Q on S(c) is written in the form
ing equations:
(82), onehasA0ø = 0 andon S (c)

--• [r-i-l•/n(•)] -- P/m(r)

(79a)

--V [r/B/nO')]= PtEm(r)

(79b)

p1c(cf) = •
/=1
oo

As vector fields on S(c), the vector harmonics are
orthogonal and complete. Orthogonality refers to the

pea(c?)= •
1=1

innerproduct
(u*.V)c,defined
foranytwocomplex
vector
fields
u, v onS(c). Thenorm
(u*ßU)c
'Awill
' beabbreviated
'

(84a)

Bf'pfm(•)

(84b)

GmQ/•
(?)

(84c))

l

•
m=-I

Q (a?)= •
/=1

.,41mPllm•)
m=-i

m=-l

Ilullc. In terms of this inner product, two of the vector
sphericalharmonics(76) are orthogonalif they are of The coefficientsA/n, B/n, C/n are precisely what can be
obtainedfrom measurementof B on S (c).
different types or of the same type but obtainedfrom
and fl/,m'with 1;• 1' or m ;• m'. The proof consistsin
What direct information do these coefficientsgive about
observingthat for any scalarfield f and vector field v on thesource
currents?Sincelaor)r- W•2Q,it followsthat
S (a), equations(39e) and (39f) imply
oo
l

(V lf'V)c= --{fV 1ß¾)c
(Alf 'V)c= -{fAl 'V)c

(80a)
(80b) on S (c).

Therefore the inner product of two vector spherical harmonics can be computed by means of the identities

Vi'A1 = A•'V1 = 0, A•.A1 = Vi'V1 = W•z, and
W 1:fir'= -1 (1+1)fi/n. The sameproofgivesthe norms
liP/roll
• = 1+ 1

(8la)

IIp•mll• -- I

(8lb)

IIQf'll•z= 1(1+ 1)/(2•+ 1)

laor)r= -Y'. l (l+ 1) Y'. C/"fi/"(•)
/=1

(85a)

m=-l

From (75) it follows that

(21+l)A[
n=-lfoCdr(r/c)/+2•Dm(r)
(85b)
and

(2•+
1)B/n
= (1+
1)fc
©dr(c/r)/-l•D'n(r)
(85c)
A questionof no practicalinterestto Gausswas, what
can one learn about the currents if B is measured on two

(81c) spheres,S(a) and S(c), with a<c?

If S(a) is the
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earth's surface and S(c) is a sphere with good satellite space M. Certainly, M need contain no fields B except
coverage,c-a is likely to be a few hundred kilometers. solenoidalones, and if S (a ,c) is free of electriccurrents,

Intuitively, it appearsreasonableto regardS (a ,c) as a
surfaceacrosswhich the jump [B]_+is known, so that the

then M need contain no fields but those both solenoidal
and irrotational.

SinceM is infinite dimensional, infinitely many paramesurface current is calculable. In fact, with the obvious
definition of effective surface current, this conjecture ters will be needed to describe each of its members. Some
almost works even if c-a >> a.
sort of condition on these parameterswill be necessaryto
Let b be any positivenumber. On S (b), let C be any insure the smoothnessof B, but otherwise the parameters
very short great circular arc, its length being I and its unit should be independent and able to take any real values.
tangentvectorbeing?. Let •= ? x •. Let C (a,c) be the Since only finitely many measurementsof B are available,
plane surfacein S (a ,c) consistingof all rf with b? on C it is desirable to minimize the number of parameters
and a < r < c. Then the currentflowingthrough C (a ,c) which must be adjusted to produce a close approximation
to the true B. Otherwise the degrees of freedom in the
in the directionof • canbe writtenas lb. js, where
data will be overwhelmed by model parameters. It follows
js =
dr (r/b )Js
(86) that the parametrizationof M may be redesignedas more
Therefore this current can be described by an equivalent

currentdensityjs on S (b), whichcarriesthe samecharge
horizontallyas doesJ in S (a ,c). To calculatej s in terms
of B, observethat/x0J -- •' x A1Q-AlV2P, whereP
and Q are the poloidaland toroidal magneticfield scalars.
Then

IxorJs =-•'l(VrrQ)-

is learned about the true B.

6.1.

Current-Free Shells

In a current-freeshell S (a ,c), the model spaceM will
be called G (for Gauss). It consistsof all vector fields B

solenoidaland irrotational in S (a ,c). Such a B can be
6,ritten as B =-•'•,
where • is a harmonicscalarfield in

Ai(r•2p)

S (a ,c) (i.e., •2• = 0 there). G is usuallyparametrized
by the Gauss coefficientsgf' and hf' in (58b). These

SO

izojS= •,•pS + A lqS

(87a)

pS = _ [(r/ b)Q ]a
c

(87b)

where

coefficientsdo uniquely determine B. Moreover, they can
be chosen arbitrarily and independently of one another,
subjectonly to the convergencecondition
oo

and,sincerV 2 = Vr2r+ r-iV12,
qS= _[V r (rP/b)]ac _

!

Y• E ltlgf'l2+ (c/a)211hf'12]<øø
!--1

(89)

m=-!

(87C) which guaranteesthe finitenessof the rms value of B on
eachS (r) in S (a ,c) [Lowes,1966]. Usually, an a priori

dr r-lb-lV•P

In terms of the values of B, these Helmholtz scalarsfor

hypothesisabout the smoothnessof B is made by truncat-

/x0Js are

ing (58b) at some finite degreel--L.

and

neglectingthe energy in B at horizontal wavelengthsless
than 2•ra/L. If such energy comes from detail with a
simple structure, such as a continental margin or an

pS = _ [(r/ b)V i-2Al ' Bs]•c

qS__ [(r/b)•-2(•,l.Bs)]•_

(88a)

dr(Br/b)

(88b)

This amounts to

auroralcurrentarc, then (58b) is an inefficientparametrization.

Knowledgeof B on S (a) and S (c) gives the consoidal A class of parametrizations of G can be based on the
scalarpS for the equivalentsurfacecurrentjs on S (b). boundaryvalueproblemsof potentialtheory. If •20= 0
The toroidalscalarqS is givenexactlyby B on S (a) and in S (a ,c), then0 is determinedthroughoutS (a ,c) if one
S (c) alone only if c-a is infinitesimal. If c-a is less member of the pair of functions(0, 0r0) is known on
than the radial scaleof variation of Br, of coursethe radial each of the spheresS(a) and S(c) [Kellogg,1953]. To

integralin (88b)is wellapproximated
by linearinterpola- suppressmonopoles, these boundary values must satisfy
tion.

(q-/)r
=0
(OrO)r
=0

6. PARAMETRIZATION OF ARBITRARY
MAGNETIC FIELDS IN A SPHERICAL SHELL

It is impossibleto estimate the magnetic field B in a

(90a)
(90b)

for r=a and c. Also, to achieve (89) in S(a,c), the
boundaryvaluesmust satisfy

(IVll[/Ir < oo

shell S (a ,c) from a finite number of measurementsof B

(90c)

in the shell unless something else about B besidesthose
measurements can be supposed. Incorporating this a
(lOr0
l•r < oo
(90d)
priori information (or hypothesis)about B producesa
problem in geophysicalinverse theory. Two aspectsof for r= a and c. Exceptfor conditions(90), either0 or
this inverse problem will be discussed,namely, choosinga OrO can be chosenarbitrarilyand independentlyon S (a)
model spaceM of physicallyacceptablemagnetic fields in and S (c). Whicheverfieldsare chosen,it is convenientto
S (a ,c), and efficientlyparametrizingthat model space.
projectthem ontoS (1). For anyfieldf on S (r), let f [r]
The more information

about B is available

before the

measurements are taken, the smaller can be the model

denotethe field on S (1) definedby requiringfor eachunit
vector P that
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f [r] (•) -- f (rP)

(91)

If no information is available to limit the radial depen-

denceof Pf'(r) and Qf'(r), or the variationof P [r ] and
Then G can be "parametrized"by a pair of scalarfields on Q[r] with r, then B cannot be estimatedin S(a,c)
S(1). Any of the followingpairs will do: (Sial, $[c]), without measuringit everywherethere. In fact, measuring
(0rq•[a],0rl]/[c]), (•,[a], 0r•t[c]), (0r&[a], q•[c]).
the horizontal components will suffice, but this is an
Such parametrizationsof G, being impracticalfor actual
computation, will be called preparametrizations. They
become useful when the scalar fields on S (1) are themselves parametrized. If these fields are parametrized by
the coefficients in their expansions in surface spherical
harmonics, then all the foregoing preparametrizationsof
G lead to parametrizing G by the Gauss coefficientsin

unhelpful comment. If some estimate of smoothnessis
available for B, it determines a sampling distance d. If

everyball of radiusd in S (a ,c) containsat leastone point
whereB is measured,then B can be interpolatedbetween
samplingpointsby a localsplinefit. The only alternative
to this counsel of despair is to have an a priori model of B

with few enough adjustableparametersthat they can be

(58b). Other parametrizationsof the scalarfields on S (1) estimated from the measurements.
may be better suited to the geometry of certain geomagThere is no problem about parametrizingthe part of B
netic problems. For example, auroral currents appear to in S (a ,c) whichis produced
by sourcesoutsideof S (a ,c).
be well parametrized by a short truncated Fourier expan- That part is a vacuum field and is preparametrizedby a

sionin geomagnetic
longitude
anda splinefit in geomag-pair of scalarfields on S (1). The difficultylies with the
netic latitude [10'imaand Potemra, 1976]. Localized partof B produced
in S (a ,c) by the currentsin S (a ,c).

anomalies might be described by two-dimensional splines
on S (1).
6.3. Thin Shells With Currents
Many other preparametrizations of G suggest themselves. Every member of G can be written as
When the sphericalshell S (a ,c) is thin enough, an
B=• x AlP with(P)•=0 andW•-P=Oin S(a,c),soG approximation scheme is available for preparametrizing

can be preparametrized
by any one of the four pairsof the very largemodel spaceM of vectorfieldssolenoidalin
scalar
fields
(P[a],P[c]),
(OrP[a],OrP[c]), S (a ,c). Define
(P[a],OrP[c]), (OrP[a],P[c]). If pt and pE are the
poloidal scalarsproducedby the sourcesinside S (a) and
those outside S(c), respectively, then G can be

h = (c-a)/2

(93a)

b = (c+a)/2

(93b)

preparametrizedby (pt [a],Pe[c]), (OrPt[a],Orpg[c]),
(pl [a],0rPE [c]), or (OrpI[a], pe [c]). G can also be Let H be the vertical scale of the current density J; that
parametrizedby ($ [a],0r$ [a]), but this is awkward. In is, supposethere is an N (here usually1 or 2) suchthat
the naturaltopologiesfor functionspaceson S (1), $ and for all n in 0 •< n •< N, throughoutS (a ,c)
B in S(a,c)
depend discontinuously on the pair
H" 10?JI< IJI
(93c)
6b[a ], 0•$ [a ]). To achieve (89), conditions(90c) and
(90d) must be replacedby much more complicatedexpres- with approximateequality for at least one n. Becauseof
sions. The problem is analogous to downward continua- the underlyingsphericalgeometryit is safeto supposethat
tion of B from the earth's surface to the core.
6.2.

H •< b

Thick Shells With Currents

(94a)

If it is also true that

2h << H
(94b)
If there are currents in S(a,c), then the Gauss
representationof B (56b) is unavailable,but one can still then S (a ,c) will be calleda thin shell.
use the Mie representation (56a). The poloidal and
Since the current density J is itself solenoidal in
toroidal scalarsP and Q are now arbitrary functions in S (a ,c), it has there a Mie representation
S (a,c), subjectonly to conditions(50c) and (51c), which
/x0J= •' x Alp + A•q
(95a)
make P and Q uniquely determined by B. In the

languageof the precedingsubsection,a preparametrization and its tangentialpart is
for B is obtained by giving the values on S (1) of the

tzoJ
s = --•'l (OrP+p/r)+ A iq

scalarfieldsP [r] and Q [r] for eachr in a •<r •<c. Thus

(95b)

preparametrizingB now requires infinitely many scalar The ratio of the consoidal to the toroidal current will be
fieldson S (1), not just two fields.
approximately(OrP-['p/r)/q • p/(Hq) becauseof (94a).
To try to imitate the parametrization of G by Gauss
Thus it is convenient to replaceq with the scalar
coefficients,one can expand P and Q in surfacespherical
u = Hq
(95c)
harmonics
•/• (f). In S (a ,c) write

P(r•)-

•

Pl"(r)l•P(•)

(92a)

!• Irn----I

Q(r•)--• • Ql•(r)l•l•q)

(92b)

Now u and p are both measuredin the same units, e.g.,
nanoteslas.

At r = b, the Taylor series in r for the poloidal current
scalarp can be written as

l--lm=-I

p(r)= •
Now the functionsPg'(r) and Q["(r) can be chosenarbitrarily in a •< r •< c (subjectto convergence
conditions).

n--O

where

(h/H)"p(")(r)

(96a)
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p(")(r)-- [(r-b)/h]"p(•)(•)

(96b)

and

•

(•) - H•Or•p
(•b)/n!

(96c)

(96a). The toroidalmagneticfield scalarQ is equalto p,

Q(r) -- • (h/H)" Q{•)(r)

(99a)

V2P = 0 elsewhere

(99b)

P(r) = • (h/H)"P(")(r)

(100a)

n--1

where

P("+•)(r)
= (4arh)-•fs
d3slr-sl-•u(")(s)
(100b)

(97a)

n--0

V2P = -q in S (a ,c)

The Coulomb integral givesP in terms of u as

In a thin shell,the functions
p• (•) are all comparable
in
size to •z0lJlH, so (94b) assuresrapidconvergence
in
SO
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(a ,c)

Surfacesphericalharmonics/3/•(I is degree,-I •< rn •< I)
provideone way to evaluatethe integral (100b). Suppose

in S (a ,c), wifh

that

Q(•)(r) - p(•)(r)

(97b)

Each
p(•)iscompletely
determined
byits.•(") and.•(•)isa
scalar field on S(1). Thus if the terms in (97a) with
0 •< n •< N give sufficientaccuracy,then the toroidal mag-

u

=
1--1 rn=-I

and

netic field (and the poloidal current) in S (a ,c) can be

oo

p.reparametrized
by N+ 1 scalarfieldson S (1), namely,
p
•or v• n & N. The best way to parametrize these
scalar fields may be not to expand them in spherical har-

P("+•)(r•)=•
l•l

l

•

Pl(n+l)m(r)13[n(•)

rn•-l

After somealgebra[Jeffreys
and Jeffreys,1956], (98b) and

monicsbut to represent
V•p•"•=•ord?• in someway (100b) lead to
which

takes

efficient

account

ot

the

concentration

ot

auroralcurrentsin latitude [I•ima andPotemra,1976], and

(21+1)P/•+•)m(r)

thento obtainp•"• from (43) or (44).
It is alsopossibleto replace(96b) by

-- (n)m

-

p{•)ff) = F(•)[(r-b)/h i-(n)
p •)

ulh f aC
ds(rAs
)2l+
l (s___•
rt+•st_•
)•
(100c)

(97c) where rAs is the smaller of r and s. For later purposesit
where F(•)(x) is not x• but the nth memberof any is useful to change the variable in (100c) from r to
sequence of functions complete on -1 •< x •< 1.

For

x = (r- b)/h, obtaining

example,F (•)(x) couldbe ei"'•xor the nth Legendrepoly- (21+1)P/•+l)m(r)

nomial
inx. Then.•(•)(•)would
benot(96c),butsimply
the nth coefficientof the expansionof p(r•)

functionsF{•)[(r-b/h]
a •< r •< c.

At r-b,

- b•/")m[f•,,
(h/b,x)+g•,,(h/b,x)l (100d)

in radial

on the radial segmentr• with

where

the Taylor series in r for the toroidal current

f•,n(E,X)'-' (I+Ex)-•-l

scalarq- u/H canbe writtenas

1

ds
• (1+•

and

u (r) = • (h/H)• u{•)(r)

(98a)

n•0

where

gt,,(•,x) = (l+•x) t
If [(r-b)/h]"

u(.)(r)- [(r-b)/hl.•(")(•)

(98b)

•x1dse(l+•s•)l-ts•n

is replacedby F(")[(r-b/h] in (98b) as in

(97c),thens•" mustbereplaced
byF(")(s•)in defining
and gt,,. To calculateP("+•)=•'xA•P ("+•), one also
needsOr[rP•("+•)m].
From(100d),

and

•(•)(•) = H"Or"u(•b)/n!

(98c)

Againthevarious
u(") areall of theorderof •01JIH, so

-- (21+1)Or[rPt(n+•)m(r) ]

= b•t(")m[Ift(h/b,x)-(l+l)gt(h/b,x)]
(100e)

(98a) converges
rapidly.If truncating
at n- N givesadeIt is important to notice that (100a) starts with the term
quateaccuracy,
then u in S (a ,c) is.preparametrized
by n= 1, while (97a) startswith n=0. As h/H•O, the
N + 1 scalarfieldson S (1), namely,fi• with 0 •< n •< N.
poloidalmagneticfield producedin S (a ,c) by the currents
Calculating the poloidal magnetic field from (98) there approacheszero like h/H,
requiresfirst that the poloidalfield producedby sources approachesa finite limit.

outsideS (a ,c) be subtracted
and parametrized
in S (a ,c)
by two scalarfields on S (1), as describedin section6.1.
Henceforth, P will represent the poloidal scalar that
remains, produced solely by the toroidal currents in

S (a ,c). This scalarP is definedeverywherebut is of
interestonly in S (a ,c), whereB is to be modeled. Moreover, P is the electrostaticpotential producedby the
chargedensityq in S (a ,c). That is,

but the toroidal field

Since
P{"+•)isdetermined
byfi(") eachtermin (100a)
is preparametrizedby one scalarfield on S (1). If N terms

give adequateaccuracyin (100a), then N scalarfields on

S (1) areneededto preparametrize
P in S (a ,c).
In (100b), (100d), and (100e), P(") dependson h as
well as r, but approaches a limit as h---•0.

To make

(100a)an ordinarypowerseriesin h/H, onemustexpand
eachP(") in powersof h/H and rearrange
terms. Then
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(h/H) n willreceive
contributions
onlyfromp(1),...,p(n}.

B --'?r-•Vi•P- •'•(lJrP+P/r)

(102d)

Equations(100) have a simplephy,oical
interpretationif

allpowers
ofh/H higher
than
thefirstareneglected.
To Therefore
thequantities
which
must
becomputed
froma
thataccuracy,
model
ofB aretheW,E, q,B defined
asfollows
q (r?) -- q (b?)

(101a)

in S (a ,c), and P and--0r P are the electrostaticpotential
and radial electric field producedsolely by the charge distribution (101a) in S (a ,c), in the limit as h/H•0.
That
(10lb)

(103a)

E = --•}rP

(103b)

q = [E12

ß

B = V?W

limit is singular,and to first orderin h/H,
P(rf') = P(bf')

W = P/r

(103c)
(103d)

Then the radial and tangentialpartsof B are computedas

Br = B
(103e)
but the sameis not true of 0rP. Indeed,P [b] is the electrostaticpotentialproducedon S (b) by the surfacecharge
Bs = V•(E-W)
(103f)
of 2hq[b] concentrated
on S (b). That surfacechargeproduces an electricfield-0rP + just outsideS (b) and an Note that E is the radial component of the electrostatic.
electric field-0rPjust inside. Then, to first order in field producedby the surfacechargeq on S(b), and
h/H, insideS (a ,c) the electricfield -Or P is calculableby (103c) is used on S (b) only.
The problem is to parametrize the toroidal surface
linear interpolation:
currentson S(b) and to calculatethe quantities(103) at
ljrP(r•) = (2h)-i[(r-a)ljt•(b•)
all values of r (except that r= b for (103c)) for every
+ (c-r)OP'- (b?)]

(101c)

current distribution.

These assertionsare clear from the physicsof the electros- 7.1. SphericalHarmonic Parametrization

tatic problemand can be verifieddirectlyfrom (100e).
From the foregoing discussion,it is possibleto give an
approximate preparametrizationof any magneticfield in a
thin shell S (a ,c). Correctto zeroth order in h/H, three
scalar fields are required, two to parametrize the vacuum
field in S (a ,c) and one to parametrizethe toroidalfield,
whichis independentof r. If accuracy
of order (h/H) •v is
desired, then 2N additional scalar fields on S(1) are
required to preparametrizeB, N of them for the poloidal

and N for the toroidal fields of orders (h/H) n,
1 •< n •< N, producedby the currentsin S (a ,c).
ß

When a field model is given in terms of its preparametrization, actually computing the field componentsB is a
nontrivial question,treated in the next section.

7. THE MAGNETIC FIELD OF A TOROIDAL

The magneticfield B producedby a surfacecurrent

on S (b) is givenby

(102a)
'

B = •' x AlP

(102b)

where P is the electrostaticpotential produced by the sur-

facechargeq on S (b); that is,

V2P = -q$(r-b)

cise. Let •

be the (2/+ 1)-dimensionalspaceof all sur-

face spherical harmonics of degree I.

Every square-

integrablescalarfieldf on S (1) canbe writtenas

f-- •[• fl

(104)

!=0

where each fl is in •

and is uniquely determinedby f.

Usingthe notations(6.3) and (!04) onehas
W'-[rIt = (r/b)!-I W[b]!
W+[r]! = (b/r)t+2W[bll

(105a)

E-[r ]! = -1 (r/b )t-• W[b]l

(105c)

q [bl! = (21+1) W[bl!

SURFACE CURRENT ON A SPHERE

js __A•q

If q is so smooththat its expansionin surfacespherical
harmonicsconvergesrapidly, the problemis a simpleexer-

(105b)

(105d)

E+[r]! ----(1+1)(b/r)!+•W[b]!

(105e)

B- [r]t = -1 (1+1)(r/b )!-• W[b]!

(105f)

B+ [r]t = - 1(1+1)(b/r )!+• W[b]!

(105g)

Here the superscriptsplus and minus apply when r > b
and when r < b, respectively. Both W and B are continuous acrossr--b, but E is not.

TakingP to be the primarypoloidalscalarfor B assures
that all the quantitieson the left in (105) vanishfor l--0;
and for 1;e 0, W[bI! can be found in termsof E- [b]/,
(102c) q [b]/, E+[b]/, or B [b]!. ThusB can be parametrized
by

where 8 is the Dirac function. The preparametrizationof
such fields warrants careful study for three reasons.
Those fields describethe term n- 1 in (100); they are a
moderatelyaccuratedescriptionof the ionosphereseen
from satellitesor ground stations;and if there are no
sources outside (inside) S(b) then B outside (inside)

the coefficientsin the surface spherical harmonic expansion on S (1) of any one of the scalarfields

W[b], E-[b], q [b], E+[b], B [b]

(106)

ThenB [r], E [r], and W[r ] canbe foundfrom (105), and
B can be found from (103e) and (103f). The easiestway

Bs -- •'•(E-W) is to achieve(104) for E and
S (b) can be producedby a unique suitablychosenficti- to calculate
W by expandingthem in the complexSchmidtnormalized
tioustoroidalsurfacecurrenton S (b) [Kellogg,1953].
surface harmonics
.
The quantitywhichwill be measuredis
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Y/m[•
(0A)]-

c[npln(COSO)e
•mx

(107a)
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A •K = KA 1

(109b)

Of the foregoingassertions,the only one needed in this
whereP/• is an associated
Legendrefunctionand the normalizingconstantC/• is chosenso that
review is the fact that all isotropic operatorsK satisfy
(109b). The proof is a computation.Let •, be any unit

/I Y•mlz)l
-- (2/4-1)
-1

(1070) vector, and let h

y/-m• (_ 1)m(y!m)
*

(107c) KYIm= Kt E!m. Therefore

(Wignerphases).Then

O• K YI"t= imKt Ytm= K O•

c• Ytm----imY•m

(107d) Every scalarfield f on S (1) is a linear combinationof the
Ytm, so O•Kf = KO•f.

and [MorseandFeshback,1953]

(21+l)(sinO)8oY•m•
!(!+l)[g•+lY•l-g•ny•t_•]

Hence

OxK = KOx

(109c)

(•'A1)K = K (•'A1)

(109d)

(107e)
But Ox= • ßA1, so

where

gp = (1-m•/!•) v•
so•'•(E-W)

be longitude in a sphericalpolar coordi-

nate systemwhosenorth pole is •,. Let y•min (107) refer
to this coordinate system. Since K is isotropic,

(Schmidtnormalization) and

(107f

Now (•.A1)K-- •' (A1K) and K (•.A1)= (K•.M)ßA•.

canbe calculated
from the relation

(sin0)•'l-- b(sin0)O0
+ •,•

For every scalar linear operator K,

(107g) implies
K• M = •K, so

If q [b] is not smoothenoughto have a rapidlyconvet-

definition (10a)

(K•3t)ßA1----(•K). A1---9..(KA1)

gent expansionin sphericalharmonicson S(1), other

parameterizations
of B mustbeexamined.
Thesecanbe Therefore

based
onpreparametrization
orbbyanyoneofthescalar

• ß(A•K)= i ß(KA1)

fields(106) on S (1). Then the problemis to expressB [r]

(109e)

andV'i(E [r]- W[r]) in termsof eachfield(106)without But•, wasanarbitrary
unitvector.Since(109e)is truefor
recourse
to a spherical
harmonic
expansion.
all•,, (109b)follows.
From definition (109a), any linear combinationor product of isotropicoperatorsis isotropic, and any two isotropic operatorscommute. In fact, if a and b are scalarsand
The problem just mentioned is solved by a straightfor- K and L are isotropic operators, then
ward applicationof the addition theorem for sphericalhar7.2. IsotropicOperators

monics,whichstatesthat if 13i-t,...,13/are
any 2/+ 1 mutually orthogonal,
Schmidtnormalized(see (107b)) surface
sphericalharmonicsof degreei, and if Ptø is the /th
Legendrepolynomial,thenfor anyunit vectors[ andg

(110a)

(KL ) t = (LK ) t = Kt Lt

(110b)

and

The generalized
inverseK -• of the isotropicoperatorK is

l

Ptø(?.g)=•

(aK+bL )t = aKt + bLt

/•f'(?)/af'(g)*

(108) definedby requiringthat K -• be isotropicand

[Erdelyieta!., 1953,p. 242]. The calculations
are straightforward but onerous. The following notation aims to clarify them.

(K-•)t = (Kt)-•
(K-•)t-- 0

if Kt ;• 0
if Kt-- 0

(110c)
(110d)

A scalarlinear operatorK on S (1) will be called"isotropiC'if for each i, all surfacesphericalharmonicsof
degree/ are eigenvectors
of K with the sameeigenvalue.
If Kl denotesthis eigenvalue,then for every surfacehar-

KK-• andK-•K are boththe orthogonal
projection
opera-

monic/•/• of degree/

which
If}l= O,andonthespace
of such
fields,
K-• isthe
Kl•l• = Kll•l•

(109a)

tor onto the range of K. In the presentwork some operators will have Ko= 0 but Kt • 0 for />/1. These operators are applied only to those scalarfieldsf on S (1) for
ordinary inverse of K.
If f and g are scalarfields on S (1) and there are scalars

Examples
of isotropic
operators
aretheidentity
I, with atsuch
that(see(104))
It= 1 for all /, andthesurface
Laplacian
W•z, with
gt= atft
(V?)t - -/(/--I- 1).

(111a)

Thetheoryof irreducible
representations
of therotationfor/--0, 1,2,..., thentheisotropic
operator
K defined
on

group[Wigner,
1959]givestwotestsfor isotropy
Ofan S(1)byrequiring

operator.
Forthefirsttest,regard
anyrotation
R of3-

spaceas an operatoron S (1) by requiringfor everyscalar

fieldf on S (1) that (Rf) (•) = f (R-•).

Kt- at

(1l lb)

Then a scalar for all / hastheproperty
that

linear operatorK on S (1) is isotropicif and only if it

commutes
withall rotations
R. Thesecond
testis

g- Kf

(111c)

simpler.A scalarlinearoperatorK on S (1) is isotropic
if Set f= W[b], and in any one of equations(105) set g
and only if

equal to the field on the left. Then that equation (105)
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has the form (111a), so the field on the left in (105) is
(•l•2)f = •'l(•2f)
obtainedby applyingan isotropicoperatorK to W[b ], and
the eigenvaluesK! can be read off by inspectionof (105). so for any• 1 in S (1)
The problem is to find an explicit expressionfor K which
does not involve spherical harmonics.

[(•l•2)f ] (•1)

--(4rr)-•
fs d•tCl(•l'•)(•2f)(•)
= (•)-2fs(1)d•
kl•l'•)fs(1)d•2•2•'•2)f
•2)
= (•)-•fs a•2Fq•)fq•)
(1)

7.3. Funk-Hecke Operators

Let k be any functionof the real variable/x on the
interval- 1 x<tz x<1. For each• in S (1), define a scalar

(1)

field
k{•}onS(1)byrequiring
thatatany
ginS(1)
k{•} (g) -- k (•.g)

where

(112a)

F(•l,•2)
= (•]a-r)-lfs
d2•
kl(•l'•
)k2(•2'•)
(1)

Definea linearoperatork on S (1) by requiring
that for

Now if R is any rigid rotationand f is any scalarfield on
S(1),

eachscalarfieldf on S (1) and eachf on S (1)

(•f )•) = (k{i}f}l

(112b)

(kf)O)
= (•)-lfs(1)d•k•.•)f•) (112c)
Also,

J'sm
d•f (•)=fsm
d•f (R•)

The operatork is calledthe Funk-Heckeoperatorwith

kernelk. It is isotropic[Erdelyiet al., 1953, p. 247; Ursell

andRoberts,
1960]. To seethis,expandk in Legendre•erefore
polynomials as

F(R•i,Rr2) = F(•1,•2)

If ?; and• in S(1) have•;. • - •2.•2,thenthereis a
rigid rotationR with •i--R•l and •--R•2, so
F(?;•)--F(?i•2). In otherwords,
F(?l•2)isa function

!•0

and use (108) to write

k•.•) = •

•

!•o

where •Ft,...,•[

of •1'•2 alone. Thisfunctionwill be writtenas kick2.

k!•)•(•)*

Then for any• 1 and•2 in S (1),

m•-!

are any 21+1 mutuallyorthogonaly

from (112c)and (107b),withf••,

'

•

(kl½k2)
(•1'•2)
= {kl{•l}k2{•2})1 (113c)

= (2•+1)-lkt•

Furthermore,
•'1•'2is a Funk-Hecke
operator
whose
kernel

Sincethisholdsfor everysurfaceharmonic,
i is isotropic,
and its eigenvalues
are il = kl/(21+1). Its kernelcan be
expressedin terms of its eigenvaluesas

=

(kl½k2)(?1'•2)
= (4rr)-•
fs d•k•(?l'g)
k2(72'•)
(113b)
(1)

Schmidtnormalizedsurhce harmonicsof degree1. Then

is kl ½k2. The notation has been chosenso that

kl ½(k2½f)-- (kl ½k2)½f

(113d)

for all kernelsk l andk2 andall scalarfieldsf onS (1).

(112a)

It isnowobvious
thatif •l, i2, and•3 areFunk-Hecke,

thenkl ½k2 is bilinearin kl andk2, andkl ½k2 -- k2½kl,
and kl ½(k2½k3)-- (kiCk2)½k3. Moreover,(kirk2) =
If the Funk-Hecke operatorK is known, its kernel k is • 1•2, sothat
!•0

uniquelydeterminedby (112d), and so can be written as
(kirk2)!= (il)t (•2)!
(113e)
k•. The series(112• can be writtendownformallyeven
for an isotropicoperatorK which is not Funk-Hecke;the Thus algebraically,½ behaveslike a convolutionfor funcformal seriesis simplya way of recordingthe eigenvalues
of K. For example, formally

kt•) = •

(2/+ 1)• •)

i•0

kySO)
= -E
!•0

tionsk (/z) on- 1•</x•< 1, andtheeigenvalues
of i play

the roleof Fouriercoefficients;
"convolutinf'kernelsmultipliesthe eigenvalues
of theirFunk-Heckeoperators.
(112e) To calculateBs from one of the preparameterfields
(106), onemustevaluate
V lif, wherei is a Funk-Hecke
or isotropicoperatorandf is a scalarfield on S (1). Two

(112 methodsfor doingsodependon the identity

If k is a Funk-Heckeoperatorandf is a scalarfield on

Vlif =-•

x Alif

(114)

S(1),itwillbeconvenient
tointroduce
forthescalar
fieldandevaluation
ofAlkf. Thefirstmethod
succeeds
for
kf thenotation
anyisotropic
operator
K. By(109b)
k ½f = •f

(113a)

Al(ff)

= K (Alf)

(115a)

If •'1 and•2 areFunk-Hecke,
then•'1•'2is isotropic.
In If K is a Funk-Hecke
operator
k, (115a)implies
fact, it is Funk-Hecke.To see this, let f be any scalar
field on S (1). Then

(115b)
[Al(•f)](?)
= (4rr)-lfs
d2•k(?.g)Alf(•)
(1)
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It remains to find the isotropic operatorsK in a form
The secondmethodfor evaluating
A1(kf) depends
on
the identity(39g). SinceA1 is a foldop,(39g)impliesthat free of sphericalharmonics. If (2/+ 1)K! is boundedas
l--• oo, K is a Funk-Hecke operator whose kernel is given

for all scalarfieldsf, g on S (1),
(116)

{f (Alg)/1-- --((Alf)g/1

Then

Let Al• denoteA1 actingon a functionof •.
Al•f (•)= 0 because
f (•) is independent
of •.

Thus

(115b) can be written as

by (112d)with•! = K!, andonecantry to sumthatseries.
If there is a scalarC such that l (Ki-C) is boundedas
l • oo, then from (112e) K- CI is a Funk-Heckeoperator, and again one can try to sum its series (112d).
Finally, if Ki grows like a power of I higher than 1 as
l • oo, one can define

[A•(kf)](?)
= (4rr)-•
f s(•
•

d• k (•.•)Al•[.f(•)-f (•)1

Applying(116) gives

L = K (V i-2)•
Sinceall scalarfieldsunder scrutinyaverageto 0 on S (1),

d• [Al•k(•.•)1If (•)-f
[A
•(kf)]
•) =- (•)-•fs(D

(•)1

(117a)

Since
Aiõisa foldop,(27) implies

A1õ
k (•'•) = k'(•'• )A1õ
• '• )

K = L (V•2).

(118)

Moreover, Li-- (- 1)nK![I (I+ 1)]-n, SO by choosingn
sufficientlylarge one can make (21+l)L! bounded as
l--• oo. Then L is a Funk-Hecke operator, and (118)
expressesK in terms of L.
All the series for Funk-Hecke kernels required in the

where

foregoing program can be expressedas linear combinations of the following six series, where v is a real parameter and0•<v•<

1:

SinceA 1õis an operator
on S (1),

kl(V,lt,•)= Z (l+l)-lv!p!ø(i•)

Al•'g) = Ai•'s) -- s x •'s•'S) = g x•
for s on S (1). That is,

A 1õ
(•'• ) = --•' X•

(119a)

!-----1

k2(v,/x)= Z l-lv!Plø(lx)

(119b)

/-1

(117b)

Clearly,? x g= ? x (g-?), so (117a) can be written as

k3(v,ltl•)
= Z V!PlO½
)

(119C)

!=l

(Al•f)(•) = • X (471')
-1

k4(v,lt,•)
= Z (2/+ 1)vlPlø(lx)

ßfS{ld•k'(•.a)
(a-?)
[.f(a)-f(•)1 (117c)
If f has an easily calculablesurface gradient, A lkf is
best calculated from (115b). Otherwise (117c) must be

ks(v,tx)= Z l (21+l)vtP!ø(t
x)

used. From the proof of (117c) it is obviousthat in that
integrand,g- • can be replacedby g, and f (g)- f (•) by

k6(l•,/a')---Z l(l+l)(21+l)dP!ø•)

f (g). Thesesimplifications
are dangerous
whenk (/x) has
a singularityat /x= 1, becausethen k'•) has an even
stronger singularity there. As g•,

(119d)

!-i

(119e)

l=l

(119fi

!-I

One of these series is well known.

Let

the singularity in

k'(•.g) is best controlledby the factor (g-•) If (g)-f (•) ],

R (v,•) = (1-2• v+v2)'•

(120a)

whichvanisheslike Ig-• 12if f is differentiable.In some

of the examples
to be seenshortly,
simplification
of Then[Jeffreys
andJeffreys,
1956]

(117c)
byomitting
the• orthef (•) destroys
convergence

k3-- R-1- 1

altogether.

(120b)

and the seriesfor kl, k2, k4, ks, and k6 canbe summedby
7.4. Prbparametrizing
theMagneticFieM

applying
to (119c)and (120b)the operators

of a Surface Current on a Sphere

y0dv, y0dvV-1

V-1
Any one of the five scalarfields (106) on S (1) can
serve as a preparameterfor the space of magnetic fields

and

producedby surfacecurrentson S (b). The relationships

v0u(v0u+1)(2v0u+1)

between these various preparameterfields, and the expres-

sions for B(r) in terms of any one of them, can be
deducedfrom (105) in a form free of sphericalharmonics.
Equations (105) imply that to calculate B[r] and
E [r]- W[r] or any field (106) from one of the other
fields (106), one simplyappliesto that one field (106) the

2VOv+ 1 vOv(2vOv+l)

The results are

kl(V,/X) = v-l[ln(v-tx+R)-ln(1-/x)] - 1

(121a)

k2(v,/x)= ln2- ln(1-/xv+R )

(12lb)

appropriate isotropic operator K, whose eigenvalues can

k3(v,/x)= R-i-

(121c)

be deduced from (105).
Then Br= B
and
BS=Vl(E-W),
the latter vector being calculatedvia

k4(v,/x)- (1-v2)R-3- 1

(121d)

(114) and (115b) or (117c).

ks(v,•) = v(3/x-5v+/xv2+v3)R
-5

(121e)

1
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k6(v,/x) = 3v(1--v2)[2lx--(5--lx2)v+2lxv2]R
-7 (121J) to calculate, (117c) must be used, and the • and f (•)
The serieskl, k2, k3 convergeeven for v= 1, and give

kl(1,•) = ln(l+R/2)-ln(R/2)
k2(1,•) =-ln(l+R/2)-

In(R/2)

k3(1,g) = R-1- 1

(122a)

terms there are necessaryto assure convergence.
It is possible to preparametrize the model space G of
section 6.1 in such a way that Table 1 gives B in a

current-freeshell S (a ,c) from two appropriatepreparame(122b) ter fieldson S (1). In S (a ,c) one must write

(122c)

B = B• + B•

(124)

where now

whereB• is the field producedby sourcesinsideS (a) and
Be is the field producedby sourcesoutsideS(c). Since
R (1,g) = [2(l-g)] 'A
B• can be producedby a toroidalsurfacecurrenton S (a),
At v-- 1, the seriesfor k4, ks, and k6 diverge but can still andBe by sucha currenton S(c) [Kellogg,1953], Table 1
be given formal meaning as cataloguesof the eigenvalues can be usedfor B• by settingb--a and for BE by setting

of theoperators
•4, •s, and•6 whenv-- 1. In thissense,
•4 -'- I

(122d)

•s-'- (•1-2•3)V•

(122e)

•6 = -Vl 2

(1222)

at v = 1. Equations(122d) and (1222) are just (112e) and

(1122).To obtain(122e),notethatfor v= 1, (•s)•= l, so
(•sVi-2)t = - (1+1)-1

= (1+1)-I (21+1)-1-2(21+1)-• = (•l)t- 2(•'3),•
SO•'SVi-'2•-••1-- 2•3.
From (105) one can read off the eigenvaluesof the isotropic operatorrequiredto obtain any field on the left in
(105) from any preparameterfield (106). These eigenvalues are all linear combinationsof the eigenvaluesof k•

b--c.

8. FIELD-ALIGNED CURRENTS

It is generallybelievedthat betweenthe altitudesof 100
and 1000 km electric currents of a few million amperes

flow alongthe magneticlinesof force [Io'imaandPotemra,
1976]. Thesecurrents,first proposed
by Birkeland[1908],
produce magnetic fields of several thousand nanoteslas.
The currents fluctuate on the time scale of magnetic
storms but always have an appreciablecomponent steady
in the reference

frame

of local solar time.

The currents

probably originate in the magnetotail and close in the
ionosphereas the auroral electrojet. If no other currents
are present in the shell S (a ,c) where satellite measurements of B are obtained, then in that shell
(VxB)

x B= 0

(125)

This equation is not a good approximation everywhere.

through•6. The resultingexpressions
for the isotropic
operators
in termsof •l .... ,•6 are givenin Table1. To It fails in the ionosphericdynamo region and in the equaillustrate the use of that table, supposeone wants to find

the field IV[r] from the preparameter
field q [b]. If r < b,
one must set v-- rib and use the IV-[r] row and q [b]

columnto obtain(r/b) W- [r]= •3q [b], or

torial and polar electrojets, where collisions of the
current-carrying electrons with neutral atoms permit
current to flow perpendicularto B. Equation (125) also
fails in the ring current, where collisionsare negligiblebut
the inhomogeneityof the magneticfield builds up an electric field which cooperatesin producingelectron drift per-

pendicularto B. In a shellS (a,c) where (125) is a good
(r/b)W-(r})
= (4-a')-lfs(1)d2•
k3(r/b,}'i)q(bi)
(123a)
approximation, it supplementsthe condition V'. B = 0 and
If r > b, one must set v = b/r and use the W+ [r] row and

q [b] columnto obtain(r/b)2W+ [r] -- •3q[b] or

greatly reduces the size of the model space of magnetic
fields which must be consideredwhen fitting satellite data
in that shell.

The Lorentz force per unit volume on the conducting

(r/b)2W+(r•)
--(4T/')-lfs
d2•k3(b/r,•'g)q(b•)
(123b)
plasmais J x B, and (125) requiresthat this force vanish.
(1)

Therefore, magnetic fields satisfying (125) are called
If r--b,

then in Table 1 the kernels k4, ks, k6 must be

"force-free," and are of interest in the study of stellar

replaced
bytheoperators
•4, •s, •6 of (122d)--(122j).

atmospheres[Lt;istand Schh;iter,1954]. Force-freedomof

Evidently, rows 1 and 2 in column 1 of Table 1 give the
internal and external Green's function for Laplace'sequa-

B and field-alignment of J are the same condition.

tion with boundaryS (b), and row 1, column2 givesthe
interior Neumann function, while row 2, column 4 gives
the exterior Neumann
3 are Coulomb's law.

function.

Rows 1 and 2 in column

From Table 1 and (115b) or (117c) it is possibleto
computethe magneticfield B (r) producedat any point r
by the surfacecurrent (102a) on S (b), wheneveron S (b)
any one of the preparameterscalarfields (106) is given.

Progressin solvingthe nonlinearequation(125) is fragmentary. Chandrasekhar[1956] discussesthe axisymmetric case,and Chandrasekhar
and Kendall [1957] discuss
the specialcaseV'a--0 (see (126a below), where the Mie
representation can be justified by the vector Helmholtz

equation (1.3) [Morseand Feshback,1953]. Low [1982]
reviewsthe literature. The generalsolutionin S(a,c) is
not known explicitly, but a power series expansion is avail-

Whenv= 1, O;•klandOak2behave
like(1-•) -• andOak3

able if most of B in S (a ,c) is producedby sourcesoutside
S(a,c). The goal of the presentsectionis to try to use

gradient of the given preparameterfield (106) is difficult

solenoidalfieldsB which satisfy (125).

behaves
like (1-•)-3/2 as•--• 1. Therefore,if thesurface this expansion to preparametrize the model space of
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TABLE1. FindingB onS(r) FromOneof theFivePreparameter
Fields
onS (b)
FieldonS(b)

W[bI

E- [bI

q[bI

E+[bI

B [bl

vW-[r]

k4

-k 2-2k3

k3

-k 1+ 2k3

-k l-k2

v-2W+[r]

k4

-k2-2k3

k3

-kl+2k3

-kl-k 2

vE-[r]

-k s

k4

(k3-k4)/2

-k 1+ 2k3-k4

k1

q[b]

(•-•:-4•3)Viz

Field on S (r)

v-2E
+[r]

-•':-2•'3-21

k4+k5

-k 2-2k3-k4

vB-[r]

-k6

k4+k5

v-2B
+[r]

-k6

k4+k5

I

•.•-2•'3+21

(k3+k4)/2

k•-k:-4k3

k4

-k 2-2k3

(k3-k4-2k5)
/4

-k s

k4

(k3-k4-2ks)/
4

-k s

k4

Thefivecolumns
arelabeled
at thetopbythescalar
fieldf whichis knownonS (1). Thesevenrowsarelabeled
at theleftbythe

scalar
fieldg which
isto becomputed
onS(1). If k or •' istheentry
in thef column
andg row,theng-•f=kCf or

g(•)=(k{•}f)•;
see
thetextfornotation.
Thefirst
four
entries
intheq[b]row
arenever
Funk-Hecke,
sothey
must
bewritten
as

operators.
If r > b, therows
withplussuperscript
mustbeused,
andv--b/r; if r < b, therows
withminus
superscript
mustbeused,

andv--rib. Thekernels
k• through
k6aredefined
inequations
(119)andthose
series
aresummed
inequations
(121)and(122).

For reasonsmentioned shortly, it may be preferableto cal-

8.1. Small Field-AlignedCurrentsin a Thick Shell

culatea (n+•)not from (128J)but from
Equation(125) is equivalentto the existencein S (a ,c)
of a dimensionless scalar field a such that

a•

x B = aB

(126a)

If a << 1, the currentsin S (a ,c) will be called"small."

Takingthedivergence
of ('126a)gives
B ßVa = 0

[•B(n']'V•(n+l''-'-•B(n-m
(m'(128g)
m=0

m=l

Then&(n) (n)willbeof orderan+l,sotheorderof the
terms
in (127)isunaffected
when
&(n)replaces
a(n).
In orderthat all theB(n),a (n+l),for n = 0, 1,2, ßßß be

(126b)

so a is constanton each connectedmagneticline of force
in S (a ,c).

uniquely determined by B, two conditions are needed

besides(128). First, from ('128a) and (128b) one can
write in S (a ,c)

If the field-alignedcurrentsare small,there is a formal

perturbation
scheme
to find all solutions
(B,a) of (126).

B(n)__p(n)+ Q(n)

(129a)

P(")= V x A1P(n)

(129b)

Q(n)= A•Q(n)

(129c)

where

Write

B(r) = • B(n)(r)

(127a)

n=0

a(r) = • a(")(r)

and

(127b)

n=,l

for scalarfieldsp(n)andQ(n)suchthat

wherea (n) is the orderof a n andB (n) is the order of anB.
In additionto (126a) and (126b), B satisfies•'. B - 0 and

{P'n))r
= (Q'n))r
=0

(129d)

For uniqueness
it will be required
thatwhenn >/1, p(n)
Bor)c=O.
Formally
substitute
(127a)
and
(127b)
in
these
ur equations,
andcollect
termsof eachorderin a. The hasnosources
outside
S(a,c). Thatis,
result is

•' xP (n)-- 0
•' ßB (n)-- 0

(128a)

(129e)

outsideS (a ,c) and

(Br
(n))c
=0

(128b)

V x B(o)= 0

(128c)

B (ø).•'a (•) = 0

(128d)

[P("]_+= [OrP(n)]_
+= 0

(129J)

on S (a) and S (c).
The seconduniquenessconditionis harder to state and

will be givenonlyfor a fieldB whichin S (a ,c) is closeto

and, for n >• 1
n-1

a•' x B(n)= • ot(n-m)B
(m)
m=,0

a centereddipolefield. Let E (B;r) be the magneticequator on S(r), the curve on S(r) where Br=0. Let
(128e) E (B;a ,c) be the set of pointsr• suchthat a •< r •< c and

c• is on E (B;c). Then-S(c) U E (B(0);a,c) denotesthe

B(O).
•,•(n+l):_• B(n-rn+l)
. •,•(rn)

(128j)

m=l

setconsisting
of S (c) andE (B;a ,c) together.The second

uniqueness
condition
isthatonS (c) U E (B(0);a,c),
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a (•) = aB. (VxB)

(130a)

and for n >• 1

(127) constructedfrom (128). If the series (127) does
converge, it convergesto a force-free field, and that field
cannot be B unless B is force-free.

The condition a <<

1

is probablywhatis requiredto provethat (127) converges
to a solution of (126), and using (128g) and (130c)
If (128g) replaces(12899,then (130b) shouldbe replaced insteadof (12899and (130b) is likely to speedup the cona (n+1)= 0

(130b)

by

~ (n+l)

a

= 0

(130c)

on

vergence. These conjectureshave not been proved.
If the precedingconjecturesare correct, then the nonlinear space of force-free fields with small currents in

S(a,c)

is preparametrizedby three scalar fields. Two

have S (1) as their domainand preparametrize
B(ø), the

S(c)
OE• B(");a
,c]

vacuum part of B. The third scalarfield must be given on

m•0

S (c) U E (B(ø);a,c). It is equalto a(1) there and deterthe rest of S(a,c). Comparing
Now it will be shown that all the B (") and a ("+•) for minesa (1) throughout
n--0, 1, ßßß areuniquelydetermined
byB. First,B(ø)is their preparametrizationssuggeststhat the spaceof forcepoloidalin S (a ,c), beinga vacuumfield there. By (129), free fieldsin S (a ,c) is somewhatmore than 50% larger
B (0) and B have the same sourcesinside S (a) and outside than the spaceof vacuum fields in S (a ,c). The 50% is
by a (1)on S (c) and the smallexcessby a (1)
S(c). But B-P-{ Q, where P is poloidal and Q is contributed
toroidal. As describedin section 5.3, the values of B on on E (B(0);a,c).

The choiceof a (1) on S (c)U E (B(ø);a,c) is not completelyarbitrary. To avoid a singularityon E(B(ø);c),
S (0,c). Then the fieldsB(ø) and pec+ p•a are vacuum (128d) requiresB(0).V'•a (•)- 0 on E (B(0);c). Also, in
a(•)=0 on E(B(ø);a,c) because
the
fields in S (a ,c) whosesourcesoutsideS (a,c) are the practice,presumably
field linesof B© passing
throughE (B(ø);a,c) haveboth
same as those of B. Therefore
S (a) determinep•a on S (a) and hencein S (a ,oo). The
valuesof B on S (c) determinepec on S (c) and hence in

B(0) = pfc + p•

(131)

ends on S(a)

and are not connected to the current

sourcesin the magnetotail.Then a (•) needbe specified

andB(0)is determined
byB in S (a ,c). Thena (•) is deter- only on S (c), and B is determinedby three scalarfields
minedon S (c) U E (B(0);a,c) by (130a) and elsewhere
in on S(1).

If B is known to be force-free in S (c,d) for some
S (a ,c) by integrating(128d) alongthe lines of force of
d
>
c, but no measurementsof B are available there, a
B(ø). The restof the argumentis by inductionon n. Sup-

posethatB(m)anda(m+l)areknownfor 0 x<m x<n-1. It

further, somewhat complicatedrestriction is placed on the

will be shown shortly that (128b), (128e), and (129) choiceof a (•) on S (c). Let y• and72 be anytwo condetermineB (") uniquely.If so, then (128J)and (130b)or stants and consider the lines of force of B on which
(128g)and (130c)determinea ("+•) in S (a ,c), completingy•<a < y2. If all these lines which lie in S(c,d) have
both endson S (c), there canbe no net magneticflux out
the induction.
of
the regionon S (c) wherey• < a < y2. This condition
It remainsto examinehow (128a), (128b), (128e), and
(129) determineB (") in S (a ,c) for n >/ 1. Denote the restrictsthe locationsof the level curvesof a on S (c),

right sideof (128e)by atx0J("). In the inductionon n, and hence a (•) cannot be chosen arbitrarily on
S (c) • E (B(ø);a
,c). This questionis not investigated
atx0J
(") is known.Then(38e)and(128e)imply
further

V i2Q(")= r ß (•0J("))

here.

(132a)

in S(a,c). Thisequation
determines
Q(")oneachS(r) in 8.2 Small Field-AlignedCurrentsin a Thin Shell
S (a ,c) becauseof (129d). Furthermore, (38e), (40h),
and (128e) imply

V2V•2P(n)= -A•. (/x0J
("))
in S (a ,c). And (129e) and (40h) imply

V2Vi2P(")= 0

Supposethat S (a,c) is thin in the senseof section6.3.
Suppose
the currentsin S (a ,c) are field-aligned
andsmall
(132b) and that none occur on or near the field lines passing
throughE(B;a,c). Then the scalarfieldsp(")(r) in (94a)

andu(")(r) in (98a) canbe expanded
in powers
of a asin
(132c) (127). Alternatively, each term in (127a) can be
expandedin powersof h/H, where 2h=c-a
and H is
the radial length scale of the currents. The result is the
same in either case, a double power series in the small
(132d) quantitiesa and h/H.
The algebrawill be omitted, and the result will be stated

outsideS (a ,c). Finally,W• is an operator
on eachS (r),
so (129J)implies

'

[V•P(")]_
+ = [OrV•P(n)]+= 0

on S(a) and S(c). Equations(132b)--(132d) showthat only for termsof orders1, a, h/H, and (h/H)a.

First,

W•P(")istheelectrostatic
potential
produced
in S(a,c) by ignore force freedom and field alignment. For a thin
the knownchargedensityA 1. ½0J(")) in S (a ,c), withno shell, correctto terms of order h/H, section6 showsthat
chargeoutsideS(a,c). Thus W•P (") is determinedin
B = p(0)+ Q(0)+ (h/a)[p(•)+Q(•)]
(133a)
S (a ,c). Thenby (129d),soisP("), andhencesoisB
In the proofthat B(") anda ("+•) are uniquelydeter- (recallH •<a). Herep(0) is the poloidalmagnetic
field
mined by B, no use was made of the fact that B is force- produced
in S (a,c) by toroidalcurrentsoutsideS (a,c),
free, and no convergence
proof was given for the series so there is a harmonicscalarfield½ suchthat in S (a ,c)
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(133b) by the satellites. Then, of course, one can preparametrize

p(0)= -V½

Therearescalarfieldsp(0),p(1),q(•) on S (1) suchthat

B as in section 8.1, but much labor is required since each

S(r) in S(a,c) must be consideredseparately.The goal

(133c) of the present subsectionis to repair section 8.1 when h is

Q(ø)(r)= A•p(ø)(•)

Q(•)(i')= h-l(r-b)Atp(•)(•)

considerablysmaller than the earth's radius but currents

(133d) enter the ionosphere at such low latitudes that (135a)
fails.

and, in the notationof (91) and (104),

pm[r]•=_1(1+1)
•+V•
(2•- •)

105

The method exploits the facts that H•, the length scale
of the currents along the magnetic field lines, is of the

r-b 1 q•(1)
h

order of the earth's radius and that there are no currents

(2•+•)

(133e)

or, in the notationof (91) and (113a),

along or near those lines of force in S (a,c) which have
both ends on S(a). The result is a power series expansion in h/H•, and here all terms (h/•l)" with n >/ 1 will
be neglected.

P(1)[r]=-•k?½q (•)- Vi[h-i(r-b)q(i)-k3½q (•)]
ß

(133J)

Here k7= 2ks-[-k4-k3,and k3, k4, ks are givenby (119) or
(121). As in section6.3, b - (a+ c)/2.
Invoking the hypothesisthat B is force-free (the
currents are field-aligned) in S(a,c) leads to relations

The preparametrization
of B begins with B ©, its
vacuum part. This is the part of B whose source currents

are outside of S(a,c).

As noted in section 8.1, it is

uniquely determined by B. Since it is a poloidal vacuum

field, B © can be preparametrized
by two scalarfieldson
S (1), andoncetheseare chosen,B © is known. It will be
amongthefourscalarfields½,p(0),p(•), andq(0),namely, assumedthat in S (a ,c), B(ø)is approximately
the field of

p(0)= -W •-2(Cg0r
q/)[b]

p(l) = W•-2[O•r•+r-lVl.(O•Vl•)][b ]
q(•)= -Wi-:[r-:(A•a)' (V•b)] [b]

(134a)

a centered dipole.

As in section 6.1, if (h/H•) n is neglectedfor n >/ 1,

(134b) then in S (a ,c)
B = B© + Q

(134c)

Thus B is preparametrizedby three scalarfields on S (1),

(136a)

where

namely,the two requiredto specify•b or p(0), and the

(136b)

Q=A1Q

third field a [b ].

In (132a), set n= 1, Q(i•=Q, and a
8.3. Dealing with Field-AlignedCurrent

(1) =

a; then the

toroidal scalarQ satisfies

Sheets and Tubes

V•Q=

(136c)

f

From satellite data at an altitude of 800 km, Io'ima and

Potemra[1976] found thin sheetsof currentcomingin and
going out along the magnetic field lines close to 70øN
magnetic latitude. The sheetswere 200--300 km thick in

where

latitude and much more extended in longitude. Thus H•,
their shortest length scale perpendicularto B, was 200-300 km. Their length scaleH• along the magneticlines of
force must have been of the order of the earth's radius,
becausethis is true of B and (126) shows that the current
densityJ is proportionalto B along a magneticfield line.
The thin shell approximation in sections 6.3 and 8.2

Also, from (128d),

f (r) = (r/a)a(r)Br(ø)(r)
B (ø). Va = 0
in S (a,c).

It is assumedthat J-0

(136d)
(136e)

on and near the lines

of forceof B© in S (a ,c) whichhavebothendson S (a);
hence a-0

on and near such lines. Therefore a patch P

requiresno restrictionson the horizontallength scaleof can be found on S (c) containingthe magneticequatorof
the currents,but it doesassumethat the shell thicknessis B (0) and such that
considerablyless than the radial length scale of those
a = 0
(13629
currents. If an auroral current sheet reaches the ionosphereat magneticcolatitude0 with thicknessH•_,then its

in P (a ,c) (see the definitionof P (a ,c) preceding(29a)).

radiallengthscaleis H• (l+4ctn:0)'/2,andS(a,c) canbe The patch P is a narrow band, a few degreeswide, extendtreated as a thin shell only if
ingalongthe magnetic
equatorof B (0)on S (c).
Because of (136e) and (136J), a can be found
2h << H•_(l+4ctn20)'h
(135a)
where, as usual, 2h=c-a.

With H•_=200 km and

0 = 20 ø this is

2h << 1100 km

(135b)

throughoutS (a,c) onceit is givenon S (c). Then Q can
be found throughoutS (a,c) by solving (136c) on each
S(r) in S(a,c). Thus B is preparametrizedby three

scalarfieldson S (1), the two fieldsneededfor B© and
the third field a [c] which preparametrizes
Q.

The foregoing scheme does not make full use of the
Intense field-alignedcurrents are usually at polar latitudes, and for MAGSAT, h was about 100 km before hypothesisthat h/H•<< 1, because it requires solving
orbital decay, so (135b) was satisfied. However, auroral (136c) separatelyon each S (r) in S (a,c). Outside of
currentscan come in at lower latitudes, and (135a) may P (a ,c), the fieldlinesof B (0)in S (a ,c) arenearlystraight
demand a shell thickness 2h much less than that sampled segments.If (h/•) • is neglectedfor n >/ 1, both a and
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particle on S (1) as the "time" r increasesfrom a to c.

s (c)

The "motion" on S (1) can be viewed as the motion of a
two-dimensionalfluid and can be treated by the methods

s

of continuummechanics[Malvern,1969]. Each fluid particle is labeledby its positiong on S (1) at the initial "time"
r= a.

At a later "time" r, the particle has reached posi-

tion (137a). Thus the functionf[• of g and r is the
Lagrangiandescriptionof the fluid motion.

In continuum
mechanics,
if •bis a physical
quantity
like
temperature,pressure,or velocity, the Lagrangiandescrip-

tion of •b is the function•b• suchthat•b• (g,r) is the value
of •b at time r at the particlewhoselabel (initial position)
is g. The Euleriandescription
of •b is the function•bE
suchthat•bE(•,r) is the valueof •b at the timer at spatial
position•. If • andg are relatedby (137), then clearly,

•bL (g,r) = •bE(•,r)

(138)

so if either•bL or •bE is known,the other can be found.
From a mathematicalviewpoint,a physicalquantity•b is
simplya pair of fields•bL , •bE on S (a ,c) whichare related

by (137) and (138). Givenanyfield$ on S (a ,c), two
differentphysicalquantities•bl and •b2can be definedby
Fig. 1. In S (a,c) the solidcurvesare the linesof forceof the

vacuumfield B (0). The dashedcurvesare the lines of force of W.
There will be no field-alignedcurrentsin the doubly cross-hatched
region. To apply the theory in the text, it must be assumedthat
there are also no field-aligned currents in the adjacent singly
cross-hatchedregion.

requiring•b•(g,r) = •(rg)
throughoutS(a,c).

or •b•(•,r) = •(r•)

In this sense,there is a physical

quantity
f[ whose
Lagr•ngian
description
istheftL appearingin (137a). Thereis alsoa physical
quantity
• whose

Eulerian
description
is the•L of (137b).Thephysical
quantity
• iscalled
"particle
displacement,"
and• iscalled
"particle label."

If •b is a physicalquantity,four other physicalquantif are constanton each of these segmentsand vanish in ties, Or,b,Drcb,Ol•b, and Dish, are definedas follows:
P (a ,c). The only problemis that the field-line segments
are nonradial except near the poles.

As a matter of fact, in this situation (136c) need be
solved only once, on S(a). There is an extrapolation
schemefor findingQ throughoutS (a ,c) as the zerothorder term in a power series in h/H,. To describethe
scheme,.denote by S(a,c) + and S(a,c)- the parts of

(0r•)E (• ,f ) = Or•E(• ,F)

(139a)

(Drcb)L
(g,r ) =/}r4 • (g,r )

(139b)

(Ol•b)E(• ,r ) = •' ]•;b
E(• ,r )

(139c)

(Dish)œ(g,r) ----•'1• œ(•,r)

(139d)

S(a,c) south and north of P(a,c), so Br(ø)>0 in Because partial derivatives with respect to independent
S (a ,c)+ and Br(ø•< 0 in S (a ,c)-. Constructa smooth variablescan be taken in either order,
vectorfieldW in S (a ,c) by requring
W--B (o•in S (a ,c)+,
OrOd•-- OlOr4•
(140a)
W =-B (0•in S (a ,c)-, and Wr> 0 in P (a ,c). In P (a ,c),
W can be otherwise arbitrary (Figure 1). Then f in
(136d) is constant on each field line of W, becausein

and

DrDlqb= D1Drqb

S (a ,c)ñ theselinesarefieldlinesof B(ø•,andin P (a ,c)
f vanishes.

(140b)

but 0rD](b;• D10r(b and DrOffb;• OlDrob. Just as one of

Nowfor anyg onS(1), let r• L(g,r) bethepointon (b/' and (bE determinesthe other, so one of the pairs

S(r)

intersected by the field line of W which passes (0r(b,01(b)
and (Dr(b,D](b)determines
the other. Indeed,

through
ag. Forany• onS(1),letage(•,r) bethepoint the chain rule for differentiationimplies
on S (a) intersected
by the field line o•'W whichpasses

01•b= 01g ß

through rg. Clearly,

• = ftL(g,r)

(137a)

(14lb)

Di(• =Di• ß

implies

s

(•,r)

and means that the points a• and r• are connected by a

pingg element
ft'•(g,r) is a bijection
of S (1) to itself,and

theinverse
mapping
is? element
•E (•,r).

Interpretr as time. For eachfixedg on S (1), the point

(141c)
(141d)

(137b)

field line of W ly_ing
in S (a ,c). For any fixed r, the map-

(141a)

where

v = Dr?

(141e)

The physicalquantityv is the particlevelocity.

Now define physicalquantitiesQ and f by requiring

•L (g,r) equals
g at r = a andmoves
around
likea point that their Euleriandescriptionsbe the functionsQ andf
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whichappearin (136c):QE(•,r) -- Q (rf) andsimilarlyfor With an error of order h/H•, (145b) and (146) give the
f.

sameQ, but (146) implies•. Q (• ,r) -- 0.

Then (136c)canbe writtenas

In November 1979, the TRIAD and MAGSAT satellite

O?Q= f

(142) orbits were approximately coplanar in the arctic auroral

where/9?---02' 02. Define the displacementof a particle zone, at altitudes of 800 km and 400 km, respectively.
Zanetti and Potemra [1982] compared the geomagnetic
from its initial position as the physicalquantity
eastward component of B in the two orbits and obtained a

w -- • - •

(143a)

resultroughlyconsistentwith (145b).

where • is particle position and g is particle label. Then

01•=01•-0•w.
Accordingto (32fi, 0• -- I-•
-I - • - •w- w• - ww. Then, since g. Di•-- 0, (141a)
can be written

as

01•b-- D•b - •w ßD•b - ww ßDl•b- 0•w ßD•b

9. CONCLUSIONS

Surface operators on spheres, in particular the dimensionless surface gradient, V'2, the surface curl,

(143b) A•--•xV'2,

and the surfaceLaplacian,V12, are the

natural tools with which to treat electromagneticfields in
In the thin shell problem,w and 01w are both of order
sphericalshells. These operatorsand the field • of radial
h/H,. Neglectingsuchtermsleadsto the approximation unit vectors have a particularly simple "multiplication

01 • D1

(143c)

table":

(147a)

and (142) can be replacedby the approximateequation

D?Q -- f

VI'•

(143d)

= 2, Vi'V1--

V12, •'I'A1 = 0

(147b)

A•.•--0,
A1.V'l=0,
Ai'A•--W12
(147c)
with an error of order h/H•.
If terms of order h/H• are neglected,the solution of
(143d) is simple indeed. Becausef is constantalong the Formally, •, •'l and A1 behave like three mutually orthogonal basisvectors, except that •'l. • = 2, not 0.

field lines of W, one has

If v is a vector field on $ (r), the sphericalsurfacewith
(144a) radiusr, there are scalarfieldsf, g, h on $ (r) suchthat

Drf = 0

Then,by (143d)and (140b),D12DrQ-O,so
Dr Q -- 0

v--•f

+ •'lg + Alh

(148a)

(144b) This can be provedby using (147) to treat (148a) formally

and Q is alsoconstantalongthe field linesof W. Thus
Q (•,r ) -- Q (• ,a )

as if it were the expressionof v as a linear combination of
the three "basis vectors"•, V'2, A2, with "components"

(144c) f,g,h.

The "components"
canbe foundexplicitlyfrom

explicitexpressions
for Vi -2, definedas (V•) -•. The vecif • and • are related by (137). In the present instance,
since the shell is thin,

wE(•,r) -- wr (• ,r) •

(r-a)v r (• ,a )

so (137) reducesto
•--g

+ (r-a)v

tor fields•f, V'•g, A•h are uniquely determined by v on
S (r) and are calledthe radial, consoidal,and toroidal parts
(144d) of v. Equation (148a) is the Helmholtz representationof
v on S (r). The scalarfieldf is uniquelydeterminedby v,
and so are g and h if they are subjectedto the additional

(144e)condition
thattheir
averages
onS(r)must
vanish,
i.e.,

where v is defined by (141e) and evaluated on S (a).

Moreover,(143c) impliesthat whentermsof orderh/H•
are neglected,0 •Q -- D•Q so

(g)r-' (h)r '-' 0

(148b)

A vector field B is "solenoidal" in the spherical shell

S(a,c) if V.B--0 andIBr)r--Othere. From the

•'iQ (•,r) = •'iQ (•,a )

(145a)

Helmholtz representationof B on eachS (r) in S (a ,c), it
follows easily that there are scalar fields P and Q such
that in S (a ,c)

Q (•,r) -- Q (•,a)

(145b)

P -- V' x A 1P

(149a)

Q = A1Q

(149b)

B= P+ Q

(149c)

or

when • and g are relatedby (137) or, in this case, (144e).
The toroidal field Q is constant along the field lines of W
if terms of order h/H, are neglected. Thus, to find Q in

The vector fieldsP and Q are uniquely determined by B
S (a ,c), simply solve (136c) on S (a), find Q -- V' 1Q on
separatelyon each S(r) in S(a,c) and are called the
S (a), and carry this vector field unchangedup the field
poloidaland toroidal parts of B. The scalarfields P, Q,
lines of W.

Of course,the resultingQ will havef. Q of order h/•
rather than 0. This difficulty is easy to correct, since
errors of that order are being neglected in Q. Simply
replace(145b) by

Q (• ,r) = (I-•)

ßQ (• ,a )

and OrP are uniquely determined by B separatelyon each
S (r) if they are subjectedto the additionalcondition

(P)r-- (Q)r-- (OrP)r
-- O
(149d)
Of course,
if IP)r= 0 in a •<r x<c then(Or.P)r-0there.

(146)Thefields
P andQ which
satisfy
i149a)
- (149d)
arethe
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principal poloidal and toroidal scalarsfor B. From (149a)
one obtains the Helmholtz representation of B in the form

B = •(r-lV•P) - •'l(r-lc•rrP) + A1Q
The expression

B:

•' x AlP + A1Q

f [r] (•) '-- f (r•)

for all • on S (1). Any current-free(vacuum) magnetic
field
B0 in a sphericalshell S (a ,c) is completelydeter(149e)
mined by one pair of scalar fields on S (1). These fields
can be, for example,•. B0[a] and •. B0[c], or •. B•a[a]
(149f) and •.B[C[c]. The two scalarfields can be chosenarbitrarily and independently, except that to suppressmono-

is the Mie representation of the solenoidal field B in the

poles they must averageto zero on S (1). The two fields

sphericalshellS (a ,c). For everychoiceof P and Q, B in together"preparametrize"B0 in that any parametrizationof
(149f) is solenoidal.
them providesa parametrizationof all vacuum magnetic
The current densityJ is solenoidalin $ (a ,c), so it also fields in S (a ,c). If scalarfieldson S (1) are parametrized
has a Mie representation

by expanding them in surface spherical harmonics, the
/zoJ= •' x Alp + Alq
(150a) result is a parametrizationof the vacuum magneticfields
in S (a ,c) by their externaland internalGausscoefficients.
with
Other parametrizationson S (1) are better adaptedthan
surface harmonics to representing short wavelengths.
(plr-- (qlr-- 0
(1SOb)These can be carried over explicitly to parametrizationsof
for a • r • c. The relation between the principal poloidal vacuumfieldson S (a ,c) by meansof Funk-Heckeoperators, i.e., they can be reduced to quadrature. The same
and toroidalscalarsof B and of/•0J is
technique gives a number of ways of modeling localized

W2P - -q

(151a)

ionospheric currents.

The Mie representation (149f) can be viewed as
preparametrizingB in the shell S(a,c) by means of
The toroidal magnetic field Q--A1Q is determined infinitelymany pairsof scalarfieldson S (1), namely,P [r]
The resulting
separatelyon each sphericalsurfaceS (r) by the poloidal and Q[r] for each r in a•<r•<c.
currentscalarp on S(r). Sincep=Vi-2(/z0r.J), Q on unmanageably large model space of physically possible
S (r) is determinedby the radial current density Jr on magneticfields in S(a ,c) can be shrunk drasticallyby
S (r). The poloidalmagneticscalarP can be calculatedas either of two physicalhypotheses:that the shell is thin or
the electrostaticpotential produced by a charge density q. that the currents are field aligned.
In the thin shell hypothesis, c-a
is considerably
Surface charges q -- qS•(r-b) (i.e., surface currents
smaller
than
H,
the
radial
length
scale
of
the currents in
J = A lqS•(r-b)) are permissible.

Q

The Mie representationof B makes possiblea generali- S (a ,c). If errorsof order [(c-a)/H]"

are tolerated,then
B
in
S
(a
,c)
can
be
preparametrized
by
2n
+ 1 scalarfields
zation of Gauss'sresolutionof a magneticfield into internal and external parts. Gauss showed that if Jr--0 on

on S (1). These are the two fields needed to describethat

S (b), then thereare magneticfieldsBebandBtb suchthat part of B whosesourcecurrentslie outsideof S (a ,c), the
the sourcesof Beo(Bto) are wherer > b (r < b), and on one scalar field needed to describe the r-independent
toroidalfield of order [(c-a)/H] ø in S (a ,c), and the two
scalar fields on S(1)

B = B• + Bto

(152a)

The valuesof B on S (b) uniquelydeterminethe valuesof

Beb wherer•<b and orb to wherer>/b.

which describe the toroidal and

poloidalfields of order [(c-a)/H]",
ducedby currentsin S (a ,c).

t,= 1,...,n-I,

pro-

In the field-aligned current hypothesis, the currents in

The Miegen- S (a ,c) are supposedto be small,field aligned,and absent

eralization of Gauss's resolution (152a) is that on any on any line of force in S (a ,c) which beginsand endson
sphereS (b), everymagneticfieldB (i.e., everysolenoidal S (a). Then B in S (a ,c) can be preparametrized
by three
vector field) can be written
scalarfieldson S (1), the two requiredto give the vacuum
B = P• + Pt• + Q
(152b) field in S(a,c), and the third field a [c], where a is the

wherePe• (Ptb) is a poloidalmagneticfield produced
by

scalarfield in the conditionfor field alignment of J:

toroidal currentsin the region r > b (r < b) and Q is a
aV x B - c•B
(153)
toroidal field producedon S (b) by the radial component
Jr of the current densitycrossingS (b). The valuesof B
If the currentsare field alignedand the shell is thin, all
on S (b) uniquely determine the values of Pe• where the scalar fields on S (1) which appear in the thin-shell
r •< b, of Pt• wherer • b, andof Q wherer= b.
preparametrizationof B can be calculated explicitly in
The Mie representationof B providesa simple proof of terms of the three scalar fields in the field-aligned
Runcorn'stheorem:if the magneticpermeability/z0ain a preparametrization.
sphericalshell S(a,c) is small (i.e., c•<< 1), isotropic
If (c-a)/a is smallbut the field-aligned
currentscome
(scalar),and independentof horizontalposition(but pos- in at such low latitudesthat (c-a)/H is not small, then
siblydepth-dependent),
then the magnetization
inducedin the shell is not thin. However, the field-aligned
S (a ,c) by sourcesinside S (a) producesoutsideS (c) a preparametrization can be expanded in a power series in
The lowest-ordernonvamagnetic
fieldof ordera 2 timesthe internalinducingfield. (c-a)/a instead of (c-a)/H.
If f is a field on S (r), f [r] denotesthe samefield pro- cuumterm is a toroidalfieldQ(0)whichis constant
along
jectedontoS (1), that is,
field linesof the vacuumpart of the total field in S (a ,c).
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in geomagnetic
field modellingappliedto the 1960-1980epoch,
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